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ABSTRACT
Electromagnetic waves are used in two distinct ways, to transmit information and to
carry energy. For aerospace applications, the use of optical methods is excellent for making
high fidelity measurements. High temperature flows, such as those found during atmoshperic
entry, can also experience significant radiative heat transfer. This energy can lead to added
heat loads to vehicles and, in extreme cases, alter the flow chemistry. Radiative transfer can
also be affected by the addition of particulate material in the flow. These particles can form
optically thick clouds which dramatically affect the flow properties through the process of
absorption and scattering.
This work is divided into two principal parts. The first part analyzes the various aspects
of radiative transfer in a heated particle laden flow. This includes a summary of methods
used to estimate the optical properties of individual particles, as well as the developments to
calculate the optical properties of large absorbing particles. This is followed by an analysis
of radiative transfer through groups of particles. It is found that the Beer Law can suffer
inaccuracies at high particle densities or very fine mesh resolutions. These results are used
to develop a Monte Carlo ray tracing (MCRT) framework to analyze the radiative transfer
through a particle laden flow, and validate coupled simulations of the system.
The second part of this work discusses hydrogen helium flows at atmospheric entry con-
ditions experienced in the outer gas giants. A non-Boltzmann method to estimate excited
states is developed. This is used to analyze chemical models used for computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations of these flows and validate them against experimental mea-
surements. It is found that no current CFD chemistry models accurately predict the flow
xii




There are few physical phenomena that life depends on as heavily as light. It is through
light that our eyes interpret the natural world, and sight is arguably the most complex sense
that humans possess. A single “element” of light requires information on position, direction,
spectrum, and polarization in order to be fully defined. Electromagnetic waves are a valuable
tool for analysis and communication.
Light not only exists as a means to transport information but also as a carrier of energy.
Before the invention of fire, the sun’s radiative energy was ancient man’s only heat source.
Currently, electromagnetic heating is an essential part of modern society, especially after
Gould’s invention of the laser in the late 1950’s [1]. However, the laser is still used just
as heavily as a tool for communication. This duality of light as source of information and
energy makes understanding electromagnetic transport a necessary component of any field
of study, including aerospace engineering.
Because light has the ability to transfer high-quality information it serves as one of
the best tools to make experimental measurements of complex physical phenomena. Fur-
thermore, models of physical systems (for this work, these systems will be fluid flows) are
validated by predicting the system’s optical properties. These can be directly compared
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against experiments. Optical transfer, or radiative transfer, is the process that permits a
meaningful comparison between analytical or numerical prediction and experimental mea-
surements. There are two ways these comparisons can be made. First, there is the forward
problem where one takes numerical predictions of a complex physical system and then uses
this information as input to a radiative transfer model. Radiative transfer measurements
and predictions are directly compared. The most common application of solving the forward
problem is computer graphics. The system is a modeled geometry and the radiative transfer
model is used to generate an image that is displayed on a monitor.
The first numerical techniques to solve a radiative system were developed in the nuclear
science [2]. This was followed by investigations in weather prediction [3] and astrophysics [4].
Aerospace-related analyses have generally neglected radiative energy transfer except at most
extreme entry conditions and rocket nozzles. However, advanced imaging techniques such as
Schlieren imaging were used nearly half a century before space flight [5,6]. Simulating these
images is still an active area of research [7].
Although radiative transfer can be used to predict radiance data for comparison, one can
also use the techniques to solve the backward problem. Experimental measurements and a
radiative transfer model are used to determine the physics that is taking place. The reverse
problem is almost always the more difficult because the number of degrees of freedom in
the system is higher than the quantity of information that can be experimentally extracted.
Solving the reverse problem is successfully performed as matter of course. Weather predic-
tions, for example, use radar backscattering to determine the particle size distribution of
clouds [3]. The electron densities of plasmas may be determined by the transmission of the
plasma at radio frequencies [8].
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Because radiative transfer has the ability to transfer energy, it can do work on a physical
system. This has been known since the supposed ship burning mirrors of Archimedes [9].
We can distinguish two classes of problems that relate to this energy transfer. Firstly, there
are problems where the energy transfer is negligible. One might call these imaging problems.
These can still be difficult problems because the path of light may not be a straight line, as
in scattering problems or problems of aberration. They are distinguished by the fact that
the system does not change because of the radiative energy. However, the vast majority
of physical systems respond to radiative heating. This response may be as simple as a
rise in temperature. Nonetheless, the results of two concurrent physical processes must be
solved for at once. This may appear obvious. For example, if the temperature of a solid
material is an analytical function of its internal energy, those physical properties can be
directly included into the radiative transfer equations leading to the science of radiative heat
transfer [10]. However, if radiative transfer is coupled with a hydrodynamic system, complex
fluid - radiation effects could arise.
This body of work will focus on the flow, distribution, and magnitude of radiative energy
in fluid systems that are highly coupled. Both of these systems are paired with experimen-
tal measurements. High fidelity radiative transfer simulations are used to compare results
from the system simulation (usually a fluid simulation) to experimental measurements (the
forward problem) or use the experimental measurements to deduce errors that may exist in
the original simulation (the backward problem). The objective of these studies is twofold, to
validate the numerical models which generate the numerical inputs to the radiative trans-




The following three chapters of this work concern various aspects of a multiphase flow.
Multiphase flow is a type of flow where different materials are present and do not mix in a
way that the fluid can be approximated as a single homogenous fluid. Examples of such flows
are liquids with gaseous bubbles, gases with entrained droplets, dust, soot, or aerosol-laden
flows (particle-laden flows).
Particle laden flows have appeared in several disciplines ranging from biomedical [11]
simulation to aircraft noise reduction [12], but are very difficult to analyze because the
particle can have a different velocity than the surrounding fluid. The drag force that couples
the particles to the fluid is inherently non-linear. Furthermore, more particle-laden flows can
contain millions of particles. The memory requirements necessary to store all of the position
data can be large, and the computation power to simultaneously solve the nonlinear motions
of all of the particles (and the fluid) can be cost-prohibitive. (Approximate methods for
solving these flows can be found in References [13–21])
The addition of particles to turbulent flows has recently gained attention [15, 22–25]. It
has been found that the addition of particles generally attenuates turbulent fluctuations [26].
However, turbulent kinetic energy can increase near the wall of channel flows [27]. Further-
more, these nonlinear motions tend to produce highly irregular arrangements of particles [28].
Turbulent particle laden flows experience strong thermal mixing. It has been hypothe-
sized, for example, that it could be used to reduce the temperature of strongly irradiated
solids, reducing the total energy loss due to emission [29]. This would make a particle laden
flow and attractive working fluid for solar energy collectors [30].
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The clustering that occurs in particle laden flows can have important ramifications for
the radiative transfer properties. It is known that a tight grouping of particles absorbs less
radiative energy than if those particles are uniformly spread out [31]. This can be explained
as a simple problem of shadowing. In the extreme case, one can imagine a line of particles
that directly shadow one another. Only the first particle would absorb any light.
Determining the final effectiveness of such a system relies on analyzing a three-way coupled
system of radiative absorption, particle motion, and fluid turbulence. Recent work has been
done to develop an experiment to validate simulation of these systems [32]. This work focuses
on the radiative transfer aspects of such a system. The principal question is, given a complex
arrangement of clustered particles what is the distribution of energy that is absorbed by the
particles and how much energy is transmitted. There are three principal uncertainties, the
necessary fidelity of geometry, not only of the particles, but the energy sources and sensors,
the necessary fidelity of the radiative transfer model through the particle cloud itself, and
lastly the accurate quantification of the optical properties of the particles themselves.
The optical properties of individual particles are an area of study in their own right
[33]. The earliest treatment of scattering of particles was performed by Lord Rayleigh, who
famously used scattering theory to explain the color of the sky. Gustav Mie and Hendrik
Lorentz both analyzed the scattering of light from a dielectric sphere which was used to
explain the coloration of metal particle suspensions [34, 35]. Although scatterings can be
treated with analytical, classical methods, numerical methods are necessary to predict the
optical properties of particles of complex geometry [36]. For a particle-laden flow, accurate
prediction of the optical properties of the particles is critical to analyzing the radiative
properties of the system as a whole.
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1.2 Reacting Flows
The fifth chapter of this dissertation uses radiative transfer models to analyze a differ-
ent flow regime: a high temperature reacting flow. For multiphase flows, the distinctive
uncertainty is the geometric location of absorbers and scatterers and how much radiative
energy flows through these stochastic structures. Reacting flows generally can be considered
as homogeneous fluids, however, the radiative properties are highly dependent on species
concentration in the fluid. Analyzing the specified concentrations from radiative signatures
is done by examining the emitted spectrum [37,38]. The radiated spectrum can be calculated
from a flow field by determining the rate of molecular and atomic transitions in the flow.
This work focuses on flow experience in atmospheric entry conditions. When an orbital
vehicle descends to a planet’s surface it must transfer its kinetic energy to heating the
atmosphere. In practice, this results in a strong shock layer which forms between the body
and the free atmosphere. The critical design aspect for these vehicles is sufficiently protecting
them from the thermal loads.
At low speeds, the heat transfer from these flows is primarily convective. However, as the
vehicle speed increases, the shock strength increases, raising the post shock temperature. For
a calorically perfect gas the rise in temperature scales as the square of the velocity (at large
Mach numbers). Radiative emission scales as temperature to the fourth power. One can
estimate that the radiative emission from the flow then scales as temperature to the eighth
power (In reality, chemical effects reduce this to approximately the fourth power). Therefore,
there is a rapid transition from a convection dominated flow to a radiatively dominated flow.
Radiative effects are still important at low temperatures because they can be used to
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diagnose a flow via its spectrum and therefore the composition. This has been used to analyze
the chemical composition of entry conditions in Earth [39, 40], Mars [41], and Titan [41].
Furthermore, a small radiative heating component on the unprotected rear surfaces of entry
vehicles has been found to exist [42–45].
The source of uncertainty in this high speed flows is chemical nonequilibrium. As the flow
passes through the shock, a rapid temperature change energizes the atoms and molecules,
leading to excitation, dissociation, and ionization. The composition tends toward a new
equilibrium condition, but as it does so it moves rapidly through the flow. The chemical
compositions then depend on location in space. Qualities of interest, notably heat transfer
[46] and spectral radiance [39] are highly dependent on this chemical composition.
Nonequilibrium is difficult to analyze because it requires knowledge of the rates at which
chemical processes occur. For radiative transfer, the emission is dependent on the population
of each excited state, and each state is in nonequilibrium. The resultant distribution of
excited states is considered non-Boltzmann. The necessary computational power and data
required to completely calculate such a system has slowly been developed over recent decades
[40,47,48].
This work will focus on gas giant atmospheres such as Uranus or Saturn. The specifics of
these flows and synopsis of previous work is given in Section 5.1. Unlike other atmospheres,
Uranus and Saturn contain mostly Hydrogen and Helium and therefore require their own
unique chemical models. Although granular chemical models exist, no non-Boltzmann model
has been developed to predict the spectral emission from high temperature flows of this
composition. In this work, a new non-Boltzmann model of atomic and molecular excitation
is developed and used to evaluate the emitted spectrum from simulated flows. These spectra
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can then be directly compared against experiments to assess the accuracy of the chemical
models used in the original fluid simulation. This work represents the first evaluation of
hydrogen chemical models using these modern techniques.
1.3 Dissertation Outline
The following five chapters are organized as follows. Chapter 2 discuss the relevant
electromagnetic theory to determine the optical properties of particles. Chapter 3 turns
to analyze the optical properties of groups of particles and the appropriateness of contin-
uum assumptions. The work of the previous two chapters is used in Chapter 4, where a
particle-laden flow is analyzed and validated against experimental data. This includes the
development of a fully particle resolved Monte Carlo Ray tracing framework.
Chapter 5 turns toward a reacting hydrogen-helium flow, similar to that expected in
entry conditions on outer gas giants. Radiative transfer predictions are used to assess the
accuracy of multiple aerothermochemistry models for these types of flow. Finally, Chapter 6
summarizes the work of the previous chapters and highlights physical processes and numerical
methods that warrant further study.
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CHAPTER 2
Electromagnetic Waves and Particulates
2.1 Background
Whenever two objects of particular momentum interact, their momentum is likely to
change. In fact for many classes of objects, an interaction can be defined as an event which
causes the objects to change momentum. Energy transfer is also likely to occur, either by an
exchange of kinetic energy from one object to another, or if the objects have internal energy
storage (i.e. rotational or thermal energy), the interaction can reduce the total kinetic energy
of both objects.
The vague term “object” is used here because this process can be found in many fields
concerning many objects, be they two astronomical bodies interacting by gravitation or two
electrons under the influences of their electric field. This pairwise interaction is founda-
tional. Complex systems can often be analyzed by reducing the system to a series of these
interactions.
One can consider a subset of these interactions: ones where one body is much more
massive than the other. In this case the lighter particle interacts with the heavier particle in
such a way that the change of momentum of the heavy particle is slight and can be taken as
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zero, while the lighter particle can drastically change direction. This process will be referred
to as scattering.
This chapter will focus on the scattering of photon beams against macroscopic objects,
hereafter called particles or particulates. Photons, and especially beams of photons, are best
treated as waves with classical electromagnetic theory. This chapter begins by introducing
the governing equations, followed by a discussion of several analytical solutions. Finally,
several methods will be introduced for computing the scattering of particles too complex to
be analytically solved for, but instead require numerical approaches.
2.2 Time Harmonic Maxwell Equations
Any classical electromagnetic theory must begin with some form of the Maxwell equa-
tions. This work will use the macroscopic Maxwell equations in macroscopic form. These
are given as
∇ ·D = ρ








where D is the electric displacement, E is the electric field, B is the magnetic induction and
H is the magnetic field. The values ρ and j represent the free charge density and current
respectively. The macroscopic form allows for the background to be a homogenous material
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that is not vacuum. The material properties are formulated as the relationship between the
electric displacement and electric field and between the magnetic induction and magnetic
field. Furthermore, the material must provide a relationship between the charge current, the
charge density, and the electromagnetic fields. For this dissertation the material properties
will be inserted as a conductivity, σ, an electric susceptibility χ, and a magnetic permeability
µ, which define the displacement, induction and current as




The permittivity and permeability of vacuum are defined as ε0 and µ0 respectively.
Maxwell’s equations can now be simplified to the forms more useful for discussing macro-
scopic scattering.
∇ · (1 + χ)ε0E = ρ









The fields E and H are functions of both time and space. When discussing optical
scattering, one is interested in the scattering of one particular color or frequency. This can
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be achieved by introducing a time harmonic solution of the form
E(~x, t) = E(~x)e−iωt
H(~x, t) = H(~x)e−iωt
(2.4)
where ω is the frequency of oscillation, t is time, and i is the imaginary unit. This simplifi-
cation reduces Maxwell’s equations to the following
∇ · (1 + χ)ε0E = ρ
∇ · µH = 0
−iω(1 + χ)ε0E = j +∇×H
−iωµH = −∇× E
(2.5)
Further simplification can be performed by recognizing the time harmonic conservation
of charge, iωρ = ∇ · j, and by defining the complex permittivity, ε as




the time harmonic Maxwell equation can be reduced to
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∇εE = 0
∇ · µH = 0
−iωεE = ∇×H
iωµH = ∇× E
(2.7)
Further discussion of the complex permittivity is given below (Section 2.3.1). Substituting
the latter two equations into each other yields






The first equation will be referred to as the wave equation. Notice that H is not independent
of E. Also notice that the wave equation is linear (i.e. if E1 is a solution to the wave equation
as is E2 then E1 + E2 is a solution).
2.3 Material Properties
Equations 2.2 and 2.6 introduced the constitutive relations, relating the electric displace-
ment to the electric field and the magnetic induction to the magnetic field. These relations
are integral to describing a macroscopic material. Although all materials can in theory be
analyzed using these relations, further models can be developed for particular classes of ma-
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terials. This work will focus on two broad categories, dielectrics and imperfect conductors.
2.3.1 Dielectrics
Dielectrics exhibit the effect of polarization in an electric field. When a field is applied,
the electrons of the material displace relative to their nucleus in the direction opposite to
the electric field. This serves, on average, to negate the field inside the medium. How this
polarization is set up in the medium can be a complex function of the electric field, dependent
on the strength of the field and its orientation to the material (this is specifically relevant
to polarized crystals). For this work, however, all materials will be assumed to be linear
isotropic materials. That is to say that the permitity is linearly related to a single scalar.
ε = ε0(1 + χ) (2.9)
where χ, the susceptibility, is a real constant, and therefore ε is a constant.
Equation 2.9 is a useful model for electrostatics, where the polarization is set up and
held. However, for time harmonic electrodynamics, one must also account for the fact that
the polarization takes a finite time to set up in the material. During this process electrons
are moving, on average, from one side of the atom to the other. This motion appears like a
free current which induces a curl in the magnetic field. This added current can be directly
included into the formulation of ε as




Note that the permittivity is a function of the frequency of oscillation ω in the imaginary
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part.
The electric permittivity is not a unitless property; it is related to a unitless parameter,
the index of refraction. The index of refraction, n, is defined as the speed of light in a









The index of refraction simplifies the underlying mathematics. For example, the wave
equations (Equation 2.8) reduce to






where k is the wavenumber of light in vacuum, and nk is identified as the wavenumber of
light in the medium (kc = ω). Note this is equivalent to saying that the index of refraction





where λ is the wavelength.
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2.3.2 Conductors
In electrostatics, there is a categorical difference between a dielectric and a conductor.
A dielectric exhibits a displacment of bound electrons while a conductor permits the flow of
free electrons. However, in the time harmonic form, the motion of bound electrons and the
constant reversal of free electrons due to the oscillating field make the two materials appear
more and more mathematically similar. The dielectric properties of materials normally
categorized as conductors are known and tabulated for time harmonic fields. Note, that a
perfect conductor has a permittivity of ε = i∞, however, the resistivity of most materials
in the optical range is usually large enough that the magnitude of the index of refraction is
less than 10.
The high frencency impedance in conductors does not rescind one of the most notable
characteristics of conductors, the development of skin currents on their surface. These cur-
rents, set up just inside the surface (with a penetration depth called the skin depth), reduce
the field, and therefore the current, that exists deeper in the material. For a perfect conduc-
tor this yields the well known result that currents do not exist in any volume element [49].
For imperfect conductors, the skin effect can be captured in time harmonic oscillation with
the above formation of the index of refraction. However, the small size of these skin currents
make their numerical calculation very difficult. This can necessitate a simplified model of
these currents as a two dimensional phenomenon. The associated material property for this
model is the surface impedance.
When the electric field only penetrates a small depth (the skin depth) into a material,
setting up a thin (i.e. two dimensional) layer of current near the surface, a tangential mag-
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netic field is induced in response. Without directly calculating the field inside the conductor,
one can arrive at a boundary condition just above the surface that takes the form.
E = Z(n̂×H) (2.15)
where n̂ is the unit vector normal to the surface and Z is the surface impedance. This
formulation assumes that the surface is flat. For a particle, this approximation is most
accurate when the skin depth is small relative to the local radius of curvature of the particle.






where µ is the magnetic permeability, ω is the frequency, and σ is the conductivity. Neglecting
the anomalous skin effect, the conductivity can be alternatively expressed as
σ = iωε = iωε0n
2 (2.17)
where ε is the particle permittivity and n is the index of refraction. This permits converting








where Z0 is the characteristic impedance for free space, =(n) is the imaginary part of the
index of refraction, and k is the wave number in vacuum.
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2.4 Spherical Harmonic Conventions: Past and Present
Because the wave equations are linear, there exists a straightforward strategy to solve
classical scattering problems by decomposing the field into harmonics. This process reduces
a series of partial differential equations into a problem of linear algebra.
Because scattered light moves radially from a particle (in the far field), the scattering
problem is often solved in spherical coordinates with a series of spherical harmonics. The
coordinates are r, θ and φ where r is the radius, θ is the zenith angle measured from the z
axis, and φ is the azimuthal angle from the x axis. r can be nondimensionalized into ρ = kr
where k is defined as ω
√
εµ.
Any vector harmonic solution to the wave equation takes the form of two orthogonal sets
of functions, each with a pair of independent indices. However, there is no unique expansion
of the fields. Two principal expansions have evolved, one that has been used for analytical
solutions and one that is better suited for numerical solutions (e.g. the extended boundary
method in Section 2.6.2).
2.4.1 Classical Spherical Harmonic Expansion
The classical method (following Borhen [33] and Statton [50]) of spherical harmonic





















































where Pmn is the associated Legendre polynomial, zn(ρ) is a spherical Bessel function, and n
and m are natural numbers with m ≤ n. o and e mean even and odd functions, which are
used instead of allowing m to become negative. The Einstein convention of summing over
like indices is implied. The associated Legendre polynomials have two conventions regarding
the Condon-Shortley phase factor (a factor of −1m). The old convention, which doesn’t




is negative for all m except
m = 0.
This a general solution for an electromagnetic wave in a linear isotropic medium (i.e. as
a solution to Equation 2.8) would be
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(aenmNemn + aonmNomn + benmMemn + bonmMomn)
(2.20)
using the fact that ∇×N = kM and ∂µH
∂t
= −∇× E.
2.4.2 Modern Spherical Harmonic Expansion
Another convention born originally from group theory (following Mishchenko [51], [52])























M (i)nm(ρ, θ, φ) = dnz
(i)
n (ρ)(πnm(θ)θ̂ − τnm(θ)φ̂)eimφ (2.22)

























d n0m (cos(θ)) (2.25)










where k and ω are the wavenumber and frequency of the wave and µ is the magnetic per-
meability of the medium. d n0m , the Wigner functions (or matrix elements), are expressed
in terms of Pmn (θ), the associated Legendre polynomial (with the Condon-Shortley phase
factor). z(i)(ρ) denotes a spherical Bessel function of the ith kind (j(ρ), y(ρ), h(1)(ρ), h(2)(ρ)
being the first, second, etc.). In this study, the incident field is always assumed to be ex-
panded with the spherical Bessel function of the first kind (j(ρ)) and the scattered field with
the spherical Hankel function of the first kind (h(1)(ρ)).
In preparation for Section 2.6.2, the Green’s function is given as
















where the < and > denote the vector with the smaller or larger radial component.
This form is more cumbersome to write out, but has consistent normalization and permits
a less laborious analysis of harmonics.
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2.5 Scattering of a Sphere
Using the above system of spherical harmonics, one begins with a field representing the
incoming radiation labels Einc. By including a scattering particle, another field is added to
the outer region Escat which represents the energy redistribution outside the particle due to
the particle. For a dielectric particle a new field is also created that only exists inside the
particle, Eint. When the incident field is given and the boundary conditions on the particle
are known, the fields Escat and Eint are uniquely defined.
2.5.1 Dielectric Sphere
The scattering of a sphere is a standard problem in classical electrodynamics. The prob-
lem was first treated by Lorentz and Mie and the solution is often referred to as Mie scatter-
ing. The solution to this problem is presented in Stratton [50], Jackson [49], and Borhen [33].
Borhen’s convention is the more common, and it will be presented here.
The solution to the electromagnetic scattering problem begins with the expansion of a
linearly polarized plane wave for the incident field followed by expansions with unknown














For a plane wave the incident field only exists in the m = 1 modes. Half of the even or odd
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modes (representing the orthogonal polarization) also have no magnitude in this expansion.
The boundary condition at the particle surface is that the component of the field tangent to
the particle is equal on both sides of the interface. The normal component changes due to
the particle’s material polarization.
The boundary condition at the particle surface enforces that the tranjectial fields are
equal, symbolically written as
n̂× (Einc + Escat) = n̂× Eint
n̂× (Hinc +Hscat) = n̂×Hint
(2.30)
where n̂ is the normal to the surface (equal to ρ̂ for a sphere). The solution for the scattering








where m = nint
next
is the particle index of refraction (the internal index) relative to the external




One of the first quantities of interest is the radiative power that is scattered by the
particle and the quantity that is absorbed. It is easier to analyze two fields, the external
field (Eext = Einc + Escat) and the scattered field alone. The energy flow at any point in
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space is related to the Poynting vector, S.
S = E ×H (2.32)





where < is the real part and H∗ is the complex conjugate of the magnetic field. The total





S ∗ n̂dΩ (2.34)











This total power can be normalized by the incident energy flux, I0, which is related to





The division of a power by an energy flux yields a quantity of unit area, called the cross















These cross sections are entirely abstract values, but can be normalized to the geometric















Likewise the same procedure over the external field yields the extinction efficiency, a






((2n+ 1)<(an + bn)) (2.39)
the absorption efficiency is simply Qa = Qe −Qs.
If however, one is interested in the exact distribution of energy with regards to angle,
further calculation and simplification is necessary. First the energy distribution is only


























































The polarization and energy distribution are dependent on both spherical angles. How-
ever, this is in part due to the fact that the incident field was taken as a linearly polarized
plane wave of field strength E0. One can also consider an unpolarized wave of the same




(|S1(θ)|2 + |S2(θ)|2) (2.42)
Notice that the unpolarized scattering distribution is dependent only on the zenith angle.
Many scattering particles scatter in a roughly isotropic distribution with the addition of a
large forward peak. If these small deflection scattering events are ignored, one can calculate
the efficiency of only the isotropic scattering. The efficiency associated with the process, the
isotropic scattering efficiency is defined as:
Qsi = Qs(1− g) (2.43)



























This is equivalent to only considering parts of the scattering function which have a cor-
responding part across the midplane of the particle.
2.5.2 Scattering from a Multilayered Sphere
The solution for a single homogenous, dielectric sphere has been solved for over a cen-
tury [34]. However, inhomogeneous spheres have proven less straightforward to solve. The
solution to a sphere of multiple radial layers had a solution [33], but that solution was shown
to be numerically unstable [53]. This was especially true with small, absorbing layers existing
on the outside of a dielectric sphere.
The solution to this problem is similar to the problem of a homogeneous sphere, however,
instead of a single internal field, a new field is calculated for each of the l layers. The
innermost layer, the core, is expanded with the spherical Bessel functions. The intermediate
layers however, experience spherical waves transmitting both into and out of the particle.
Therefore, they must be expanded with two sets of waves. For a linearly polarized incident
























where L is the number of layers. The boundary conditions of Equation 2.30 are held between
each layer. The tangential components of all fields are continous across an interface.
The solution to such a problem is tractable and analytically available, however, it suffers
from numerical instability. Terms emerge as part of the solution that appear as follows.
n1ψn(n2χ)ψn′(n1χ)− n2ψn(n1χ)ψn′(n2χ) (2.46)
if n has an imaginary component, the size of ψn(n2χ)ψn′(n1χ) may be over 15 orders
of magnitude larger than their difference. This leads to enormous truncation errors for any
numerical calculation. s Yang [53] provided an improved recursion algorithm that reduced
these errors, by recasting the equations as a quotient instead a difference. This has enabled
accurate calculation of particles with small layers. Furthermore, it remains usable for the
case of one layer i.e. a homogeneous sphere. Yangs’s algorithm can then be used as a
complete replacement for Mie calculations using the previous mathematics.
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Yang’s paper does make the simplifying assumption that the relative magnetic perme-
ability of the substance is 1.0. This is generally accurate in the optical range; however, for
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G1 = nlµl−1Han(nl−1χl−1)− nl−1µlD(1)n (nlχl−1)
G2 = nlµl−1Han(nl−1χl−1)− nl−1µlD(3)n (nlχl−1)
G3 = nl−1µlHbn(nl−1χl−1)− nlµl−1D(1)n (nlχl−1)
G4 = nl−1µlHbn(nl−1χl−1)− nlµl−1D(3)n (nlχl−1)
(2.51)
where L is the total number of layers, and µ is the relative permeability.
2.5.3 Scattering from a Conducting Particle
The scattering of a sphere with a given surface impedance is given as an example in Jack-
son [49]. However, his notation differs from that primarily used in the scattering literature.
The problem is set up as two sets of fields expanded in spherical harmonics: the incident
field, Einc, and the scattered field Escat. These impinge on a sphere of radius r0 with surface
impedance Z. The incident field is taken as a plane wave polarized in the x direction moving
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in the z direction with field strength E0 and wavenumber k [33]. In the current convention,



















Here the radial part of the harmonics M and N are taken as functions of kr0 which is often
called the size parameter, χ.




The solution to the scattering problem is one where the total field (Etot = Einc + Escat)
at the surface of the sphere satisfies
E‖ = Z (ρ̂×Htot) (2.54)
where E‖ = Etot − ρ̂ · Etot is the component of the electric field tangent to the sphere.





























where Ψn(x) and ξn(x) are the Riccati-Bessel functions Ψn(x) = xjn(x) and ξn(x) = xh
(1)
n (x).
The coefficients an and bn are formed so that one may be directly used in Borhen’s convention
[33] as well.
2.5.3.1 Comparison with Dielectric Theory
Because the surface impedance of a material can be directly related to its index of refrac-
tion by Equation 2.18, the surface impedance model and a more accurate dielectric model
can be directly compared. For this study, the scattering efficiencies will be considered as the
properties of interest. Scattering problems of this type have three principal inputs: the real
part of the index of refraction, the imaginary part, and the size parameter of the particle
(the product of the wavenumber of the incident radiation and the particle radius). In order
to present the effects of the entire input space, two different sets of data are presented. First,
one can consider a particle of a given size parameter with a range of indices of refraction.
Second, the index of a particle can be held fixed with varying size parameters.
Figure 2.1 shows the extinction efficiencies for this set of particles all of size parameter χ =
15 and various indices of refraction, using both the dielectric and impedance models. Figure
2.2 shows the relative error between the dielectric model and the surface impedance model
for the extinction efficiency as well as the absorption, scattering, and isotropic scattering
efficiencies. There are several features to note in these contours. The most striking is the
horizontal band along the real axis, i.e. the region of small imaginary index. Here, the
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relative error between the two models rises dramatically above 10%. This is consistent with
the hypothesis that the error should be largest when the skin depth is largest. Equation 2.18
shows that the skin depth is inversely proportional to the imaginary part of the index of
refraction. Thus, the real axis is the region of highest error. Physically this region represents
the class of particles which are not good conductors; there is no means to set up the surface
currents which are the foundation of a surface impedance model.
Qualitatively, one will also note in Figure 2.2 that the errors in the scattering efficiency
are larger than those in the absorption efficiency. Extinction efficiency, being the sum of
the scattering and absorption efficiencies, has an average error between them. The surface
impedance model scatters more than the dielectric would predict. However, one may also
note that the isotropic scattering efficiencies have much lower error compared to the total
scattering. The difference is the forward component of the scattering. All particles of this
size parameter show scattering which is very forward peaked. Much of the scattered energy
only deflects slightly from the incident path. The surface impedance model predicts that
more energy is slightly deflected than the dielectric model predicts. However, any interaction,
however slight, is measured in the scattering efficiency. For engineering applications, this
difference is secondary to the isotropic scattering, where the models are more similar.
As a complement to Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3 shows the various cross sections of particles
with constant index (3 + 2.5i) but changing size parameter. Here, one can see the expected
trend, where the two models converge as the particle size increases. The models diverge in
the limit of small size parameters because the surface impedance model assumes a constant
depth of current, even if the radius of the particle is less than that limit. The optical cross
sections remain finite as the geometric cross section tends to zero, driving the relative error
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to infinity.
To conclude this section, one should note that there is almost no practical reason to cal-
culate the scattering properties of a sphere with a surface impedance model. The calculation
time is almost identical to the dielectric model but is less accurate. However, this analysis is
a necessary foundation before developing surface impedance models of non-spherical models,
where a dielectric model may not be computationally accessible.
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(a) Dielectric Model
(b) Surface Impedance Model
Figure 2.1: Extinction efficiencies of particles of size parameter 15 with various indices of
refraction. The surface impedance and dielectric models are used. The relative errors can
be found in Figure 2.2a.
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(a) Relative Error in Extinction Efficiency (b) Relative Error in Absorption Efficiency
(c) Relative Error in Scattering Efficiency
(d) Relative Error in Isotropic Scattering
Efficiency
Figure 2.2: Relative errors between the dielectric and surface impedance models for a class





Figure 2.3: Relative error between Mie and surface impedance scattering calculations for
optical efficiencies. The index of refraction used is 3 + 2.5i. The ratio of skin depth to the
radius of the particle is also included
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2.6 Scattering of a Non-Spherical Particle
In the previous sections, spherical particles were analyzed from the perspective of a
scattered incident plane wave. The symmetry of the problem and linearity of the wave
equation permits this solution to be used to account for multiple beams at any angle. The
solution was reduced to harmonics of only m = 1. However, for asymmetric particles, one
must account for the orientation of the particle with respect to the beam, greatly increasing
the scope of the problem. A more systematic approach using modern spherical harmonic
notation as well as matrix methods is necessary.
2.6.1 The T Matrix
In Section 2.4.2 an arbitrary field is expanded as a sum of spherical harmonics. The
coefficients of these harmonics were denoted anm and bnm where n is a positive integer and
m is an integer such that |m| ≤ n. These coefficients represent the field structure. From
a quantum mechanical perspective they are exactly the angular momentum representation.
In a scattering problem, one is interested in determining the scattered field with respect to
the incident field. However, the independent field can take on an arbitrary representation in
harmonic coefficients. Furthermore, the scattered coefficients can be linearly related to the
incident coefficients via some matrix denoted T often called the transition matrix or just the
T-matrix. The T matrix relates the scattered field coefficients Pnm and Qnm to the incident








The T-matrix fully characterizes the scattering behavior of a particle at a particular fre-
quency independent of the incident field. The scattering properties of a particle at various
orientations can determined by expanding multiple field configurations representing incom-
ing waves of different incident directions, multiplying these fields by the T-matrix, and
examining the results.
The T-matrix has many other useful properties for determining the scattering of axisym-
metric particles and rotationally averaged particles. If the particle is axisymmetric, then
the incident harmonics only interact with harmonics of the same azimuthal harmonic index.
This means that the T-matrix is reduced to a set of 2ntot− 1 matrices of size ntot where ntot
is the maximum harmonic under consideration.
Oftentimes the properties of a suspension of non-spherical particles in random orientation
are desired. Mishchenko has shown that one readily calculates the scattering properties of











The T matrix itself is a representation of the properties of a particle. In itself it is not a
means of calculating those properties. There are many technique to calculate the T-matrix.
For optical scattering the most popular is the extended boundary technique.
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2.6.2 Extended Boundary Technique
The calculation of the photon scattering properties of a particle is critical for high fidelity
calculations of radiation transport. For small particles, several methods are available to per-
form this calculation, including analytical methods for dielectric spheres (the Mie solution).
The extended boundary technique developed by Waterman [54] was shown to successfully
predict the optical properties of many irregular dielectric particles. Waterman and oth-
ers further developed the extended boundary method to perform calculations for dielectric
particles.
The extended boundary method models the particle as a sheet of currents. If the particle
is a sheet of currents (with no internal material), these currents would radiate, both creating
the scattered field and negating the internal field. From an outside viewer this situation is
identical to a real dielectric scatterer. To solve the equations, these currents also radiate into
the particle as the internal field. Notice that in vacuum the currents radiate the negative of
the incident field, but in the particle medium they radiate the internal field. Furthermore,
the currents can be calculated by taking the curl of the internal field at the surface. This
equation allows for all the fields to be solved in the system.
2.6.3 Surface Impedance Formulation
The extended boundary technique is a popular technique to determine the scattering
properties of non-spherical particles. The technique has been used for perfectly conducting
spheres and dielectric materials. It has been shown [55,56] that the technique is unstable for
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the dielectric extended boundary method. The particle is modeled
as a surface of currents (both magnetic and electric) which, in vacuum, generate the scattered
field and negate the incident field inside the surface. Those same currents generate the
internal field in the particle (the fields are different due to the different electrical properties
of the particle).
large, absorbing particles. Although it has been improved with the use of higher numerical
precision, there appears to always be a moment of divergence where the particle is simply
too large or absorbing for the dielectric method to produce accurate results.
Since calculations tend to diverge as the particles become larger and more absorbing, the
ranges of size and absorption properties of the particle are limited by the numerical accuracy
of the computer. The use of extended precision has permitted the calculation to be effective
for large particles [57], however, convergence is still difficult to attain for highly aspherical
particles.
Although very large particles may be analyzed using geometric optics, there remains a
class of particles which are sufficiently small to require a wave based analysis, but are yet too
large to be treated by the current formulations of the extended boundary technique. While
these difficulties do not prevent the study of radiative transfer though aerosolized clouds or
droplets, the study of radiative transfer through metallic clouds [58] requires an accurate
prediction of large, absorbing, non-spherical particle scattering properties that is currently
missing. Without such a model, large radiative transport simulations which are sensitive to
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the optical model will remain inaccurate.
To achieve a general model, the dielectric material model of the particle is dropped in favor
of a surface impedance. The surface impedance assumes that a thin layer of currents exists
at the surface of a conducting material. The original formulation of the extended boundary
technique was developed for a perfect conductor [59], but not one with a lossy impedance.
This is only valid when the skin depth is small relative to the radius of curvature of the
material [49]. The exact error introduced for the scattering of small particles is unknown.
This section will address scattering calculations using a surface impedance model in two
parts. First, a comparison of the dielectric versus the surface impedance model will be
discussed. This will define an approximate parameter space over which this model is valid.
Second, the surface impedance model will be applied to the extended boundary technique to
produce a T-matrix for these particles. Using this technique, the optical properties of large
absorbing spheroids will be presented.
2.6.3.1 Derivation of Method
Following the physical arguments of Barber et al [60], consider a particle to be modeled as
a shell of surface currents as shown in Figure 2.5. These currents are related to the external
fields as
~j = n̂× ~Hext
~m = n̂× ~Eext
(2.60)
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the surface impedance extended boundary method. The particle
is modeled as a surface of currents (both magnetic and electric) which, in vacuum, generate
the scattered field. The internal field is modeled though the surface imedance boundary
condition.
where ~Eext is the external field. These currents are assumed to generate the scattered field










(n̂×Hext(ρs)) ·G(ρs, ρ)ds (2.61)
where ρs denotes the position vector on the surface of the particle and G is the Green’s
function (Equation 2.28). The surface impedance condition is then introduced.
E‖ = Z(n̂×H) (2.62)
where Z is the surface impedance, E‖ is the tangential component of the electric field to the
surface, and n̂ is the unit normal. Note that
n̂× E = n̂× E⊥ + n̂× E‖ = 0 + Z (n̂× n̂×H) (2.63)
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Eext = Es + Einc; Hext = Hs +Hinc (2.67)
as well as the Green’s function (Equation 2.28), one arrives at















































































































































































(n̂×M (i)nm) · (n̂×M (j)n1m1)ds
∫
s
(n̂×M (i)nm) · (n̂×N (j)n1m1)ds∫
s
(n̂×N (i)nm) · (n̂×M (j)n1m1)ds
∫
s
(n̂×N (i)nm) · (n̂×N (j)n1m1)ds
 (2.72)
letting u and v be the matrix indices and knowing that Mnm and Nnm are orthogonal, one
can decompose the single Equation 2.70 into the following pair











































in block matrix form
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2.6.3.2 Azimuthally Symmetric Particles
For azimuthally symmetric particles, the integrals along the surface yield zero for all but
the case when m1 = −m. This permits the simplification
T(φsym) nn1m = Tnmn1m1δm−m1 (2.77)
This is the form usually calculated for droplets and particles since the computation is reduced
from inverting a single n ∗m-by-n ∗m matrix to inverting m matrices of size n-by-n.
2.6.4 Results for Spheroidal Particles
Many particles can be modeled as a perfect sphere. For very distorted particles, however,
a spheroid is the next highest order approximation. Having data on spheroid behavior can
help determine if high-order modeling is necessary to capture the scattering properties of a
general particle.
There are two characteristic dimensions of a spheroidal particle, the axial radius and the
azimuthal radius. The ratio between the two is called the axis ratio, η. An axis ratio greater
than one is an oblate spheroid and an axis ratio less than one is a prolate spheroid. An
extended boundary surface impedance calculation can be performed in the natural frame of
the spheroid so that the azimuthal simplification can be used. By adjusting the incident
harmonics (Equation 2.66) to represent an incoming plane wave from an arbitrary zenith
angle [61], a spheroid in an arbitrary orientation can be modeled.
The surface impedance method permits the calculation of the T-matrix for a spheroid
that cannot be analyzed with a general dielectric method. There is no number of harmonics
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that will produce a converged solution. Figure 2.8 plots the convergence profile for the
spheroid with an elongation ratio of 2.0 and an index of refraction 3 − 2.5i. Convergence
is determined by calculating a submatrix of the T-matrix with all m = 0 for n < N . The













where T 11 and T 22 are the upper left and lower right block elements of the T-matrix (see
Equation 2.76). This quantity is similar to the scattering efficiency but does not include
all terms. Convergence is considered to have occurred when the relative change of Q with
the additional harmonic is less than 0.001%. This condition is not met using a dielectric
extended boundary method. This is consistent with a large body of research on the extended
boundary method [36,56,62]. It has been shown that increasing the numerical precision can
induce convergence. However, this case fails to converge with up to 50 decimal places of
precision (166 bits). The surface impedance method provides a general method (as opposed
to, for example, the spheroid-specific method of Somerville [63]) of modeling the optical
properties of these particles using the same framework as a standard extended boundary
method. Furthermore, the surface impedance method has a significantly lower runtime.
This method enables the examination of a set of spheroids of given surface impedance
and volume. All axis ratios in the range of 0.5 to 2.0 are considered as well as incident
beam angles of 0 to π
2
. By symmetry, the cross sections at all other beam angles can be
determined. Figure 2.6 illustrates how the contours of optical efficiency are plotted in the
figures which follow. The incident beam is always considered to be moving along the x axis.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of physical interpretation of the optical efficiency contours as plotted
in later figures. The incident beam is always considered to be moving along the X axis. The
angle from the X axis is the orientation of the particle and the distance from the origin is
the axis ratio.
The angle from the x axis is the orientation of the particle and the distance from the origin
is the axis ratio.
Figure 2.7 presents the optical efficiencies for a particle of size parameter 30 and index of
refraction 3 + 2.5i. As expected, in all plots there exists a ring of constant efficiencies at an
axis ratio of 1. This describes a sphere with optical properties independent of orientation.
As the axis ratios deviate from 1, the majority of the deviation from the spherical case is
present in the absorption efficiency, which can deviate by as much as 40% from the spherical
condition. The scattering efficiency, on the other hand, only varies by approximately 20%.
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(a) Extinction Efficiency
(b) Absorption Efficiency (c) Scattering Efficiency
Figure 2.7: Optical efficiencies of spheroidal particles with varying elongations, all with
effective size parameter 30 and index of refraction 3 + 2.5i.
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Figure 2.8: Extended boundary method convergence with increasing maximum harmonic.
All curves pertain to a spheroid of index of refraction 3 − 2.5i with elongation ratio of 2.0.
This represents a particle on the outer extremity of Figure 2.7. Q represents an approximate




This chapter has outlined the essentials of optical scattering theory. This can include
the governing equations and material property models. This was followed with a discussion
of spherical harmonics which are usually employed for analyzing the scattering of a sphere.
The quantities of interest in scattering, namely the scattering efficiencies and the scattering
function were outlined with respect to this mathematical framework.
Scattering theory was also introduced for other particles that could be solved analytically.
Yang’s method for layed spheres was extended to include various particle magnetic perme-
abilities. Furthermore, the scattering of a sphere of given surface impedance was examined
and compared against dielectric theory.
Attention was then turned to nonspherical particles. In general, these particles can not be
examined analytically and must be solved numerically. The numerical method empoyled was
the extended boundary technique, which calculates the transition matrix, T , by integrating
harmonics over the particle.
The calculations of a particle using the extended boundary method is generally unstable
if the particle is large and absorbing. This leaves a class of particles that are large, but
not large enough to be examined with geometric optics that cannot be analyzed. This gap
can be bridged by reformulating the extended boundary technique with a surface impedance
model.
The surface impedance is a model for a flat conductive boundary condition. The curved
surface of a particle will always introduce some error into the calculations. By analyzing the
solution of scattering of a sphere in both a dielectric and surface impedance solution, it was
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This solution will enable researchers to understand the transition between wave optics
and geometric optics, and between spherical and non-spherical absorbing particles. This is
especially useful for large radiative transport simulations where both the runtime and results
are sensitive to the optical model.
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CHAPTER 3
Radiative Transfer Through Particle Clouds
3.1 Towards a Continuum Approximation
Chapter 2 introduced multiple methods for calculating the scattering of a single particle
of various configurations. This analysis has been used to great effect in weather modeling
and small particle control, a situation where a scattered signal is the quantity of interest.
However, this chapter will focus on expanding and compounding the previous analysis in
order to calculate the heat transfer through a particulate medium.
Radiative transfer processes focus on three physical phenomena: emission, absorption,
and scattering. Particles may be hot enough to spontaneously emit photons in some direc-
tion. Photons may collide with a particle and photons may interact with a particle in a way
that changes its momentum.
In chapter 2 the emission and absorption of photons were modeled as a change in the
electric and magnetic field around the particle. Abstract quantities were defined such as
the absorption and scattering cross-section (σa and σs respectively) however, these did not
correspond to an actual “shadow” cast by the particle. The energy flow around a particle
was not forced to resemble an elastic scattering process, for example.
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This may suggest that the transfer of energy through a particle cloud must be approached
from an electromagnetic perspective, which is directly solving for the electric and magnetic
fields in all points in space. This has been accomplished [], however, these methods are
limited in the number of particles that can be analyzed.
For larger clouds, one must take the far-field approximation. That is that the particle is
small relative to the length scales of the problem of interest and the flow of energy around the
particle is purely radial. Neglecting polarization permits one to fully define a particle with
three parameters, a scattering cross-section, an absorption cross-section, and a scattering
phase function P (Ω1,Ω2). The scattering phase function is left as a function of two solid
angles to account for particle orientation and asymmetry. For the unpolarized scattering of
a sphere, P reduces to a function of the angle between scattering and incident directions.
Because the particles are assumed to be small, the effect of the cross-sections is limited
to as small a radius about the particle center as possible. The cross-sections are taken as
physical areas which interact with a flux of photons.
A large number of particles, even if they are represented by their far-field signatures, are
still almost impossible to treat analytically, and only recently have computational resources
made numerical analysis possible (see Chapter 4). The last approximation is to consider the
photons to be a homogenous beam with a variation that is very slow compared to the particle
size. By non-localizing the beam with respect to the particle, one effectively non-localizes
the particle.
Mathematically, this is to consider that the energy distribution, which will be represented








where σg is the particle geometric cross-section. This suggests that at any ~x the energy beam
can interact with the local distribution of particles and it interacts with that differential cloud
with a certain probability.
One can imagine that such a continuous cloud element exists. Here the discrete particle
approach is forgotten for a purely continuous one. In this approach, one constructs a cross-
section density, also called opacity, with units of inverse length. This will be denoted β.
One can hypothesize that the interaction with the beam is dependent on the length that
the beam travels as it passes through the cloud. Note, as was mentioned in Chapter 2, this
interaction must change a particular photon’s momentum. This is tantamount to removing
the energy from the initial beam. Mathematically, The loss of energy in the beam I(~x, Ω̂)
can be written as
I(~x+ ∆Ω̂, Ω̂)− I0(~x, Ω̂) = −β
∥∥∥∆Ω̂∥∥∥ Ī(~x+ ∆Ω̂, Ω̂) (3.2)
where I0 is the initial intensity, Ī is the average intensity over the path, and Ω is a direction
vector. One can take the limit of small ∆Ω to arrive at the familiar result
∇I(~x, Ω̂) · Ω̂ + βI(~x, Ω̂) = 0 (3.3)
This model currently models a pure beam loss – effective for a purely absorbing medium.
One can introduce scattering as
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∇I(~x, Ω̂) · Ω̂ + βeI(~x, Ω̂) =
∫
4π
βsP (Ω̂,Ω′)I(~x, Ω̂)dΩ′+ ε(~x) (3.4)
where βe is identified as the extinction opacity, βs is the absorption opacity, ε(~x) represents
some emission source. Equation 3.4 is referred to as the radiative transfer equation.
3.2 Homogenization Error
3.3 Introduction
The study of radiative transfer often involves the presence of a particulate that interacts
with the flow of energy. Many challenges in the study of radiative transfer include modeling
a cloud of particulates in a way to accurately determine transmission and absorption with
as few calculations as possible.
Numerical simulations, for example, rarely can accommodate the memory and processing
power necessary to explicitly model all particles present in a physical system. The standard
treatment of this problem is to produce a mesh with average quantities of the cloud ascribed
to each volume element. The simulation then interacts with the cloud element. In a Monte
Carlo ray trace (MCRT) simulation, the element generates a statistical path distribution
determining how far the ray will travel. For a discrete ordinates simulation, this directly
enters into the energy loss of the sweep in that particular direction. How the model then
converts a set of particles to a cloud element will be referred to as the homogenization model.
The most common model is the Beer-Lambert-Bouger Law (see Section 3.4), which will be
simply called the Beer-Lambert Law for the remainder of the dissertation.
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This homogenization model can produce inaccuracies in a radiative transfer calculation
[65–67]. The cloud model does not predict what the individual particles would transmit,
scatter, and absorb. Many studies have been dedicated to understanding how an error is
introduced by homogenizing a group of particles with a non-uniform density. As particles
cluster together, the total absorption tends to decrease [31]. For computational speed, this
clustering may be impossible to resolve by the domain discretization. One must add a model
to modify the Beer-Lambert Law to account for the fact that the cloud does not have a
uniform density across a finite volume. These models are analogous to subscale modeling in
turbulence simulations [68].
This work will show that there are, in addition to the errors discussed above, errors in the
Beer-Lambert Law which arise purely due to the particulate nature of the material. These
errors manifest either when the length scale of the homogenized volume is on the same order
as the size of the particle or when the particles are highly concentrated. This discrepancy
has been observed before. For example, Frankel [69] claimed that there was no verifiable
solution to the radiative transfer equations, based on the notion from computational fluid
mechanics that as a mesh is refined, the solution should converge to a single solution. When
a particle field is homogenized with the Beer-Lambert Law, the solution will diverge as the
mesh is refined. This divergence is addressed throughout the following.
This study will be composed of four principal parts. First, a discussion of the Beer-
Lambert Law will be presented. Secondly, a series of small simulations representing one
computational cell of a larger simulation will be shown. These simulations will demonstrate
two principle errors that occur in the Beer-Lambert Law. Next, a new model is presented to
determine the radiative characteristic of the cloud. Lastly, these models will be used in calcu-
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lations involving many particles and many computational cells, addressing the applicability
of the Beer-Lambert Law and the benefits of the new model.
3.4 The Beer-Lambert Law
3.4.1 Derivation
Consider a volume, V , filled with particles. The real particles may have various diameters
and cross-sectional areas. Let the sum of the particles’ cross-sectional area be Σ. Divide the
total area, Σ, into N idealized particles, each with an average area σ, such that Σ = N · σ.
Consider a beam of energy Io incident on these particles. Divide the volume into N sub-
volumes with interfaces perpendicular to Io, and place one particle in each sub-volume.
There are then N slabs such that the radiative energy travels through every slab. Allow
each sub-volume to have a cross-sectional area A with respect to the beam. The expected






































By idenifying Σ/A as τ , the optical depth, one recovers the Beer-Lambert Law
IBeer = I0e
−τ (3.8)
Two assumptions were applied in this derivation. The particles were redistributed into
N particles and N was taken to infinity. Secondly, the particles were assumed to reside in
independent bins. This permits the position of the particle with respect to the beam to be
independent of every other particle. These assumptions can be expressed most succinctly as
A.1 A set of particles can be considered infinite
A.2 The particles positions orthogonal with respect to a beam are independent.
3.4.2 Non-Infinitesimal Particles
The Beer-Lambert Law was originally derived to calculate the transmission of light
through liquid mixtures. It is accurate for this application because the number of parti-
cles (i.e. atoms) can be taken as nearly infinite. However, there are many instances where
the number of particles is finite. One can directly make predictions concerning groups of
particles that do not meet Assumption A.1 (but do meet A.2 ). The expected transmission
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based on Equation 3.6. The transmission error with respect to the Beer-Lambert Law is
calulated as






This is plotted in Figure 3.1. The most striking feature of this plot is the rise in error
with decreasing number of particles. However, it is also clear that the error is also highly
dependent on the size of the individual particles. At low optical depths, as the particle size
increases, the error increases. For multiple particles, there is an optical depth of maximum
error. This is the point where the transmission through the cell is approximately equal to
the error. As the optical depth continues to rise, the error is constrained to the maximum
transmission. It should also be noted that the curves are truncated to the condition where
the optical depth is equal to the number of particles. This is because at high optical depths,
the particle is by definition larger in cross-section than the cell area. Equation 3.10 will
calculate unphysical errors at this point.
3.4.3 Mesh Refinement
The expected error between the Beer-Lambert Law and a cloud of a finite number of
particles is the primary source of error that exists as a mesh is refined. Consider a cube of
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Figure 3.1: Predicted error in transmission of a finite set of particles as calculated by Equa-
tion 3.10.
side lengths of one unit filled with particles of diameter 0.01 unit such that the optical depth
in a direction normal to any face is 0.5. The expected transmission is e−0.5 or 60.7%. This
can be calculated using a homogenized Monte Carlo ray trace, by emitting rays normal to
one surface and determining if they traverse the cube. Traversal is determined by sampling
a real number i on the range [0, 1) and then determining the ray’s distance to interaction
with the cloud as s = ln(i) ∗ 0.5. If s is less than one, then the ray is considered absorbed, if
not, the ray traverses the cube. One can also consider taking the original cube and imposing
a mesh (Figure 3.2). The ray trace would then be performed through multiple cells each
with their own particles until the ray had traversed the mesh or had been absorbed. For
simplicity, a linear cartesian mesh is considered with an equivalent number of elements in
each direction. The opacity can be calculated in each element as the sum of the particle
cross-sectional areas over the cell volume. The opacity multiplied by the ray path length is
the optical depth. If many rays are traced, the transmission is approximately the fraction of
rays which traverse the meshed cube.
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Using a series of simulations, the transmission of the cube with respect to the refinement
of the mesh is calculated. The mesh refinement is defined as the number of elements along
each side. Since the cloud itself is unchanged by the refinement, a constant function should
be anticipated (within the error of the Monte Carlo simulation). Furthermore, this constant
value should be the expected transmission predicted by the Beer-Lambert Law in the un-
refined case (i.e. 60.7%). However, the results of these calculations, as presented in Figure
3.3, show that this is not the case. As the mesh is refined, the transmission increases.
This numerical artifact exists because, as the mesh is refined, the number of particles
in each cell tends toward small values (e.g. zero or one) where the Beer-Lambert Law has
already been shown not to apply. In other words, Assumption A.1 of the Beer-Lambert Law
is invalidated. Even if the error committed in one cell is small (because the particle is small),
that error is compounded over the many cells the ray traverses, leading to errors of multiple
percentage points for the total transmission.
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the refinement simulations discussed in Section 3.4.3. A linear
cartesian mesh is imposed on a cube filled with spherical particles of uniform diameter.
Ideally, the transmission through the cube should be independent of the mesh. However,
Figure 3.3 shows this is not the case with standard homogenization.
Figure 3.3: A graph of the transmission through a cube filled with particles with meshes
of different refinement (see Figure 3.2). Each cell is homogenized according to the Beer-
Lambert Law. As the cell size decreases the transmission rises. This unphysical behavior
is a result of the finite number of particles present in each cell, as opposed to the infinite
number of particles assumed in the Beer-Lambert Law.
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3.5 Single Cell Simulations
To investigate the possible sources of error in the Beer-Lambert Law homogenization,
high fidelity simulations of a small cell of particles are performed and compared to the
results of homogenization of those particles. For this section, cubes of side length 1.0 unit
are considered. The cube has a designated “front” face, which emits radiation of arbitrary
intensity perpendicularly into the cell. The opposite face (i.e. the rear one) is a sensing
element which measures the incoming radiation. The transmission is defined as the quotient
of the sensed radiation on the rear face divided by the total front face radiative flux.
Inside the cube are purely absorbing particles of uniform diameter. Simulations are
performed using various particle diameters, varying from .01 to .2 times the cell side length.
The remaining “side” walls of the cell are given periodic boundary conditions such that
a particle which penetrates a sidewall is copied such that the penetrating section appears
through the opposite wall. This ensures that the optical depth of the cell is exactly the sum
of the particles’ cross-sectional areas divided by the cell frontal area. Since the rays can only
move parallel to the side walls, no ray motion thorugh the side walls is required.
Physically, the particles should be positioned such that no particle intersects another.
This is accomplished using a hybrid algorithm of Wei [70] and Ebeida [71]. Both algorithms
involve sampling particle positions on a subgrid. Wei’s algorithm is invoked while the subgrid
cell size is much larger than the particle diameters. As the subgrid is refined, Ebeida’s
algorithm is applied once the subgrid diagonal is smaller than a particle.
To calculate the transmission, a particle resolved Monte Carlo Ray Tracing (PrMRCT)
simulation framework is used. In the method, rays are spawned randomly across the emitting
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surface, though their direction is always normal to the surface (per the boundary conditions
described above). The rays are traced through the cell by first determining the impact
parameter with each particle in the cell. If the impact parameter is less than the particle
radius, the ray is absorbed. The rays that do not interact with particles are collected by
the sensing surface. The transmission is then the number of traversing rays divided by the
emitted rays. To get a statistically significant number of transmitting rays (at least 40% of
all rays), 250 thousand rays are generated. This yields an error in the transmission due to
the statistical noise of the rays at approximately 0.3%. More statistical noise is present from
the finite number of cloud realizations.
Figure 3.4 shows averaged transmission data for a series of small cell simulations. Each
data point represents a transmission averaged over 100 generated clouds. As the diameter of
the particles increase, the transmission decreases beyond that predicted by the Beer-Lambert
Law. Figure 3.5 presents the same data except the particles are allowed to intersect. One
can see that the Beer-Lambert Law makes a much more accurate prediction for this case.
However, particles are rarely allowed to intersect in any real cloud. Thus, for dense clouds
with large particles, Assumption A.2 is invalidated.
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Figure 3.4: The same set of particle resolved simulations as shown in Figure 3.5, however,
the particles are not allowed to overlap. This represents the physical configurations of solid
particles. As the particles become larger, the Beer-Lambert Law over-predicts transmission.
Figure 3.5: Results of serval particle resolved Monte Carlo simulations of particles in a
single cell. The particle diameters are varied and the optical depth is changed by adjusting
the number of particles. The particles are dispersed randomly and are allowed to overlap.




Given the results of the previous sections, it appears necessary to develop a correction
to the Beer-Lambert Law that captures the physical properties of real clouds, i.e. the fact
that the number of particles is finite and that the particles cannot intersect.
3.6.1 Derivation
Consider a prismatic cell of base area A and length L containing Np particles of diameter
D. Collimated radiation enters from the base in what will be referred to as the x̂ direction.
Instead of permitting each particle to reside in an independent x̂ slab, a finite number of
discrete regions are permitted. A representation of this situation is shown in Figure 3.6. The





where γ is a scale factor depending on the shape of the particle. For cubic particles, this can
be taken as 1. For spheres, a value of 0.7 is found to be effective. This factor expresses the
geometric fact that particles in the same slab can slightly overlap if they are offset in x̂ by
a small amount.
The number of particles in each slab can be determined by a binomial distribution. The






where B(a, b, c) is the binomial distribution representing the likelihood of a successes of b
trials where a success has a probability c. Using this distribution the expected number of





Each slab is a two-dimensional radiative transfer problem, so the transmission rate, t, for























The form of Equation 3.15 is not of a form suited to Monte Carlo simulations. However,
one can develop an algorithmic approach that contains the same physics. It is assumed that
each cell stores the number of particles, the particle cross-sectional area, and the cell volume.
This is one more variable than Beer-Lambert Law homogenization, which only needs the cell
volume and the total particle cross-section. When a ray enters a cell, the following process
occurs.
1. The ray calculates the distance to the next cell wall. This is stored as L
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2. The effective area A is approximated as the cell volume divided by L
3. An array of length Ns is initialized
4. For each particle in the cell, sample a random index on [0, Ns) and increment the array
at this index by the particle cross-section
5. Iterate over the array. At each element generate a random real number on the range
[0, A). If this number is less than the element’s stored value, consider the ray to have
struck a particle
6. If the entire array is traversed, the ray is transmitted
There are many possible variations on this algorithm depending on how one wishes to
model a struck particle and the branch prediction optimization of a particular computer.
3.6.3 Results
One can compare the above algorithm against a standard Beer-Lambert Law homog-
enization in both situations where the Beer-Lambert Law mispredicted radiative transfer.
Figure 3.7 shows the particle resolved radiative transfer through a disjoint cloud (identical
to Figure 3.4) as well as the results of radiative transfer simulations using the proposed
algorithm. The new algorithm captures the increase in absorption due to highly packed,
disjoint clouds. This is because the algorithm creates a finite number of layers, producing
less particle overlap and more transmission. The new algorithm over-absorbs at very large
particles (diameter of 0.2 cell lengths). This occurs because the model for the number of
slabs, given in Equation 3.11, is only correct in the first order for spheres. Densely packed
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spheres do not organize onto unique slabs. One could increase the accuracy of the model by















+ . . . (3.16)
However, this approach will increase computational cost. Furthermore, at these densities,
the particles are close enough together that treating them as independent particles is likely
insufficient for many real radiative transfer problems, such as optical transport, where wave
effects would become relevant [33].
Figure 3.8 compares the results of a refined mesh over a cloud of particles with Beer-
Lambert Law homogenization (as shown in Figure 3.3) against simulations with the same
refinement using the new algorithm. The new algorithm preserves mesh independence of the
radiative transmission due to a finite number of traced rays and a finite number of sampled
clouds. There is still noise present due to the statistical noise of finite rays and finite cloud
realization. The proposed algorithm is successful because the radiative transfer in each cell
is approximately calculated as
t = (1− σ
A
)n (3.17)
provided that the particle density is low enough that the independent arrangement approx-
imation (A.2 ) holds. An algorithm built solely on Equation 3.17 would successfully predict
the transmission of very refined meshes provided that particle density was low. However,
the proposed algorithm has the increased robustness to treat highly refined or very dense
particle fields.
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One should note that this algorithm cannot reach infinite refinement. Once a particle
becomes large relative to the mesh, it interacts with radiation in multiple cells anisotrop-
ically. The current algorithm will model any cell which contains an oversized particle as
a completely absorbing cell. This leads to a voxel representation of the particle which is
inherently inaccurate. To accurately predict transfer for such a situation, particle resolved
methods must be employed.
Figure 3.6: Schematic of parameters used to create the proposed radiative transfer model
for solid particles. The finite number of slabs are calculated based on the particle diameter.
The particles are then sorted into these slabs.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the results of Figure 3.4 with results of the new model. The
model captures the effect of decreasing transmission with particle size. The new model
becomes inaccurate at the largest tested diameters (0.2 cell lengths) because it uses a low
order description of the number of slabs (See Equation 3.11).
Figure 3.8: Comparison of the results of Figure 3.3 against the same simulation performed
with the proposed model. The proposed model exhibits mesh independence. There is still




When modeling radiative transfer through particle clouds, it is customary to model cells
of particles as a homogenized medium where the transmission likelihood is governed by the
Beer-Lambert Law. This model is effective in many situations but can be invalidated in two
cases. First, the number of particles can be too small, and second, the particles can be so
densely packed that the fact they cannot overlap significantly affects their arrangement and
radiative transfer properties. Monte Carlo simulations of simple radiative transfer problems
have been presented which exhibit both of these effects.
To enable simulation in these regimes, a new algorithm has been presented which accu-
rately calculates the radiative transfer through such particle clouds, at the cost of storing
at least one more variable in each cell. The algorithm calculates the radiative transfer by
creating a series of two-dimensional slabs. The number of particles in each slab is sampled
at every ray trace. It was shown that the model exhibits better mesh independence as well
as accurately capturing the higher absorption observed in very dense clouds. This algorithm
does not provide for infinite mesh refinement, it is still limited to cells that are larger than
the particles they contain.
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CHAPTER 4
Analysis of a Particle Laden Flow
4.1 Brief Overview of Multiphase Flows
Flows which involve materials of different phases are a common occurrence in the natural
world. Gaseous species can enter a liquid as bubbles, liquid droplets can be suspended in gas,
and solid particles can travel in both. These added phases can change the properties of any
flow. This occurs for several reasons. First, the addition of another phase will change the
local density of the flow (a liquid with air bubbles, for example). Also, the added material
itself can experience velocities which are different from the local fluid velocity (e.g. rain in a
gust of wind). Momentum transfer, through drag forces, can alter the velocity distribution
of both phases in a highly time-dependent way. Analysis of these flows necessarily involves
considering the coupled system at once, including what is often a very complex internal
geometry and structure.
This study will focus on a gas flow altered by the addition of solid particles. This has
been leveraged in man-made systems and has created deviations in natural flows from what
continuum theory would predict. Heat and momentum transfer can be altered with the
addition of particulate. They have a variety of applications, including aerosol deposition
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properties [72] and aircraft combustors [16]. The turbulent flow of this kind features a
unique particle clustering. The strength of the clustering is dependent on the time scale of
the particles [28].
Many of these regimes also experience high temperatures where radiation effects are
relevant. Situations such as rocket exhaust [73] and solar heat collectors [74] involve a
coupled physics environment of turbulent gas, particle drag, and radiative heating. The
heating of a flow can alter the local gas properties (e.g. density and viscosity). This can
then alter the fluid properties, the particle clustering, the local absorption properties, and
therefore the radiative heating. A fluid-particle-radiation flow is highly coupled, involving
disparate physics.
Numerical methods are necessary to analyze flows of this type. The computing power
necessary to produce accurate simulations has only become available within the last two
decades. However, the necessary fidelity to model these flows is still unknown. This study
analyzes a single aspect of these flows: the radiative heating due to clustering. Using new
data from a benchmark particle-laden turbulence study (Section 4.2), radiative transfer
models can be used to analyze the required fidelity of the model and validate simulations of
the coupled system.
4.2 Analyzed System
This study will focus on the experiment carried out at Stanford University, reported by
Villafane et al. [58] and Banko et al. [75, 76]. The apparatus consists of a long, square duct
with 4 cm sides. Atmospheric air is pulled into the duct. There are four principal regions:
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the injection region, the development region, the radiative heating regions, and the outlet
region. In the injection region atmospheric air is pulled into the duct while at the same time
adding particles by means of a screw hopper. The screw hopper is calibrated to add particles
at a given mass flow rate. The air particle mixture then enters a long region with a Reynolds
number that is sufficiently high to ensure that turbulence is fully developed. The flow then
enters the radiative heating region. In this region the metal duct walls are replaced with a
glass test section. The glass walls have a thickness of 2 mm. This 16 cm x 4 cm x 4 cm
region has the same cross sectional area as the duct; however, it permits light to enter and
interact with the particulate. Once the flow has passed through this region, temperature
measurements are made on the flow, the particles are filtered out, and the air is rejected to
the atmosphere.
The particles used in this experiment were nickel microspheres; their diameters were
measured using a Coulter counter. The average particle diameter was approximately 12
microns.
When discussing the quantity of particles in the flow, it is useful to define two quantities.








where ṁ is the mass flow rate of the species and ρ̄ is the average density. Note that because of
turbophoresis effects, local density of particles in air may drastically differ from the average
density taken over the entire duct area and length. It is also important to note that the
MLR and the MFR are not the same value. Because particles have a tendency to move to
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of radiatively heated. A single laser diode array is shown at left
illuminating the glass test section contain the turbulent air-nickel mixture.
the boundary layer (generally particles move to areas of high shear), they have a tendency
to move slower on average than the air that is carrying them. This causes the density of
particles to rise, leading to a MFR that is, in general, higher than the MLR. The radiative
section can be heated using two different sources, a large laser diode array and a single laser
(detailed in Section 4.3.2.1). The diode array is the primary heating source, outputting up
to 2 kW of energy. A diagram of this heating source and the test section is shown in Figure
4.1
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Figure 4.2: Simple rendering of the full system with one active laser diode array. The particle
shown are results of the coupled simulations (Section 4.3.1). The volume is 4 cm by 4 cm
by 16 cm. The blue glass is 2mm thick and is modeled as a pure absorber. The red cones
denoting the incident radation are only approximations for clarity (See Section4.3.2.1 for
details).
4.3 Numerical Methods
4.3.1 Coupled system Model
Although this analysis will focus on the radiative transfer through cloud snapshots, these
clouds have to be generated using a fully fluid-particle-radiation solver. Discussion of this
solver can be found in [32,77]. The simulation is a compressible Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS) with Lagrangian point-point particle tracking. Radiative transfer is computed using
a discrete ordinate solver.
To address the polydispersity of the particle, the particle diameters are binned into five
unique diameters. These are given in Table 4.1. The Stoke’s numbers of these particles
are on order 10. Momentum is two-way coupled between the fluid and the particle and
momentum is transferred between particle collisions.
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Table 4.1: Tabulated properties of nickel particles used in simulation modeling
Diameters 8.369, 9.761 11.153 12.197 14.634 µm
Material Density 8900kg/m3
Index of Refraction at 973 nm 2.4704 + 5.5117i
Index of Refraction at 632 nm 1.9900 + 4.1057i
To model the entire apparatus, the simulation uses a two step procedure. First the
particles and fluid are initialized in a periodic channel domain. Once the simulation has run
to fully develop a turbulent flow, the outlet is copied to another nonperiodic domain where
heating occurs.
The number of particles are initialized with a given mass fraction of particles to air. This
is not the same as the mass flux ratio that is measured in the experiments. Because particles
tend to move into the slow moving boundary layer, the mass flow ratio tends to be less than
the mass fraction. The periodic simulation therefore had to be iteratively adjusted until the
time averaged mass flow matched experimental measurements.
Radiative transfer analysis is performed on a series of instantaneous snapshots of particle
positions in the heated test section. For the one array heating case, 5 MLR = 20% and 14
MLR = 40% snapshots are taken. Three snapshots of other heating cases (Section 4.5.5) are
also used.
4.3.2 High Fidelity Radiative Heat Transfer Model
To simulate the radiative energy distribution throughout the system, several numerical
methods are available. One could directly solve the electric and magnetic fields through the
system. This has several limitations due to computational times. If a finite element method
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were to be used, the cell size would have to be on the order of a wavelength. The wavelengths
inside the particle are on the order of 0.2 microns (due to the increased index of refraction).
For a system that is on the scale of tens of centimeters, the total number of computation
cells in three dimensions would have to be greater than 1 · 1017. Also, one could make an
aggregated T-matrix representing the entire particle cloud [78–80]. The state of the art for
this method has been performed on thousands of dense packed particles. Mackowski and
Mishchenko [81] could perform this calculation in 10 hours using a large high performance
computer. These particles did not individually require a large number of harmonics. The
nickel particles of interest are not only larger, requiring more harmonics, but the average
snapshot contains tens of millions of particles. Assuming a linear scaling, this would require
over a year to calculate using Mackowski’s and Mishchenko’s computational resources, if
the computational time scales as the number of particles to the third power (as is usually
estimated for matrix inversion) then the time required extends into the centuries.
Performing a complete electromagnetic analysis also required accurate modeling of the
emission sources. Gaussian beams can be analytically described. However, the multiple laser
sources that are used in this system defy a simple model, especially in terms of spherical
harmonics. This issue is also present in discrete ordinates methods (DOM). DOM uses an
Eulerian mesh that stores the intensities as a function of discrete directions. This is useful
for situations where the intensity is relatively uniform with respect to solid angle; however, in
the current investigation, the laser source must travel through a large, empty volume before
interacting with the particles. This requires either quadrupling the mesh size to include the
emission region or developing a complex boundary condition on the glass surface.
The difficulties of a direct electromagnetic simulation or a DOM simulation can be mit-
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igated by employing a Monte Carlo ray tracing (MCRT) method. MCRT can easily trace
rays from the emission source to the cloud boundary and navigate the stochastic particle
clouds. The disadvantage of this method is that statistical noise can dominate field features.
For example, the required time to predict the radiative heat transfer to a single particle may
be extremely large. However, for integrated quantities such as the transmission or the total
absorption, MCRT has a distinct advantage in computation time.
The Monte Carlo analysis is performed on a single time instance (a snapshot). Because
the particle temperature rise is small, radiative emission from the particles is neglected. The
total radiative field is also assumed to be monochromatic. Rays are traced in three stages:
emission, tracing, and sensing.
4.3.2.1 Ray Emission Model
In the experimental apparatus, several radiative sources were used. The primary heating
mechanism was an array of laser diodes. However, small laser beams were also used for some
measurements. Each of these sources had a unique positional and directional emission pat-
tern. Capturing these variations proved paramount to accurately predicting the transmission
and absorption properties of a particulate cloud.
The laser diode array is composed of a series of sub-arrays attached end to end. A single
sub-array is a square chip with side lengths of 4.8mm. This chip is, in reality, composed
of several discrete emitters; however, the variation in emission power across the chip is
neglected. This chip is surrounded by a housing that is 0.9 mm thick such that when the
sub arrays are placed end to end, the spacing between each chip is 1.8 mm. Twenty four
sub-arrays are attached together to make a single, 16 cm array (see Figure 4.3). This array
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the laser diode array. Light is emitted from square chips, 24 of
which are arranged in a long array.
is mounted 11.55 cm away from the glass wall of the test section and is arranged so that the
longest axes of the emitter and test section are parallel.
The emission from any point is rated as a 9alf angle cone. This is interpreted to mean
that the emission in spherical coordinates takes a gaussian distribution in zenith angle, i.e.
P (Ω) ∼ e−
θ2
(9◦)2 (4.2)
where Ω is solid angle and θ is the zenith angle.
The experimental apparatus contained three of such arrays outlined above. One was
aligned with the channel centerline, and one was mounted on either side so that the offset
in array centerlines was 12.7 mm. Because overheating of the glass channel could lead to
catastrophic failure of the apparatus, only two configurations were ever run: the single center
array was activated at 1 kW and the two outer arrays were activated at either 0.5 kW or 1lW
each. These conditions will be described as the one array or two array conditions respectively.
Numerically, the rays are sampled first by selecting the array at random (for the two
array case), then by selecting the chip at random and lastly by sampling across the single
4.8mm square at random. The ray is initialized 11.55 cm away from the test section. Once
the ray position is selected, the direction is calculated using an exclusion method. If two
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real numbers are sampled, one, denoted θ, on the range 0 to π/2 and the other (α) on the




is met, where 0.02467 = (9◦)2 in radians, then the ray is initialized, otherwise both α and θ
are resampled.
Other emission sources were also considered. A Gaussian beam was modeled by selecting
an initial position from emission. A radial offset was sampled from a normal distribution.
The experimental width of the beam was 0.6mm with a 99% power width at 3mm. A slight







where λ is the emitted wavelength, mu is the Gaussian width and r is the sampled radial
offset.
To compare with the work of [77], several plate sources were also included as approximate
models for the laser array. All rays were sampled uniformly across the outer face of the glass
test channel. Three different direction samplings were considered: perfectly collimated, the
same 9mission, and an isotropic emission. Note that all these direction samplings were
azimuthally symmetric. A ray sampled at the far right of the channel could be initialized in
a direction such that it would move towards the far left of the channel.
The last aspect of modeling the experiment was to include a model for the glass. The
glass is modeled as a pure absorbing medium. In reality, it is known that the glass is 3.5%
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reflective with a small diffractive component. However, it is found that the reflectance or
absorption had a negligible effect on prediction while increasing run time substantially. In
the present simulations, the glass is given an opacity of 20.715 m−1. This leads to a total
absorbance of 3.5% over 2 mm.
4.3.2.2 Ray Tracing Model
The majority of the computation time of the radiative transfer simulation is devoted to
calculating the ray transfer through the particles. The primary method used to calculate
the ray trajectory was a particle resolved Monte Carlo ray tracing (PrMCRT) approach.
This method captures and stores in the positions, diameters, optical properties, and incident
radiance of each particle separately.
The optical wavelengths of interest in this analysis are on the order of one micron. The





where D is the particle diameter and λ is the incident wavelength. The size parameter for
this regime is on the order of 30. This is too small for a geometric optics approximation to
be valid [3]. Mie theory is employed to calculate the absorption and scattering properties.
Mie theory uses the particle size, incident wavelength, and material index of refraction to
calculate the energy transfer into the particle and into space. These energy fluxes, divided
by the incident flux, yield the particle cross sections. These can then be normalized by the
particle’s geometric cross section to yield the efficiency.
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The particle geometric cross section is denoted σg. The cross sections for scattering and
absorption are denoted σs and σa respectively. The sum of the two, or the total energy loss
cross section, called the extinction cross section, is denoted σe. The efficiencies for scattering
and absorption are denoted Qs and Qa.
The scattered energy from a particle is generally a function of solid angle and polarization.
However, for a spherical particle in unpolarized light, this distribution reduces to only a
function of zenith angle (with respect to the incident beam). This function is denoted P (θ)
where θ is the zenith angle. However, the probability for a ray to scatter at a particular zenith
angle is equal to P (θ)sin(θ). This function, which will be called the scattering function, is
the true probability density of scattering angles. It is the integral of this function that is
stored, representing a cumulative distribution function of scattering angle.
The particle resolved method uses a hard sphere model to determine the ray-particle




where D is the particle geometric diameter. This is determined as
| ~Rd × ( ~Pp − ~Rp)|






where ~Rd is the ray direction and the quantities ~Rp and ~Pp are the ray and particle posi-
tions respectively. Figure 4.4 shows a schematic of this process. Calculation of the impact
parameter is only performed if the particle center is in front of the ray.
When a particle interacts with a particle, it is transported forward until the direction to
the particle is exactly normal to the ray direction. This calculated as
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~Rp + ~Rd cot( ~Pp − ~Rp)→ ~Rp (4.7)
where → represents the changing of the value on the left side. The ray energy is attenuated
by a factor of Qs/Qe. A scattering angle is determined by sampling a number of the range 0
to 1 and finding the respective angle on the stored distribution function. Scattering occurs
away from the particle center on the scattering plane (the plane formed by the ray direction
and the relative position of the particle). The ray direction is updated as
~Rdcos(θ)− sin(θ)
~Pp − ~Rp
| ~Pp − ~Rp|
→ ~Rd (4.8)
where θ is the determined scattering angle. The care to ensure that the ray scatters in the
plane containing the particle center is necessary to ensure that the ray does not re-intersect
with the particle. Because the test for ray impact is only performed on particles that are in
front of the ray and because this scattering algorithm necessarily places the particle behind
the ray, re-scattering on the same particle cannot occur.
Although the particle resolved method should, in theory, not require any other informa-
tion besides a list of all particles in the domain, inclusion of a mesh is necessary to reduce the
number of particles that need to be searched at any ray tracing step. By sorting all particles
onto the mesh, the list of particles that must be tested for collision is greatly reduced. How-
ever, the sorting procedure must include all particles that intersect with the mesh, not only
those whose centers line in the mesh. For a linear cartesian cell, this is a trivial calculation.
It has been found that for the studied cases, because the energy flow is primarily in one
direction, highly skewed elements lead to the fastest run times. This maximizes the possible
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length a ray can travel if the cell is empty and minimizes the number of possible particles
that need to be searched for impact if the cell is not empty.
At times it is useful to compare the particle resolved method to a traditional homoge-






where the quantity Qeσg is accumulated for every particle whose center lies in the cell, and V
is the cell volume. A ray which enters a cell calculates a distance to interact with a particle






If d is less than the distance to the cell wall, the ray moves that distance. A particle is
selected at random in the cell to determine the optical properties. The ray is attenuated
by a factor of Qs/Qe, and then scatters by an angle θ. Because no particle is present, the
azimuthal scattering angle is selected randomly. This is done by randomly sampling a unit
vector p̂. Using p̂ and θ, the ray direction is updated as
cos(θ) ~Rd + sin(θ) ~Rd × p̂→ ~Rd (4.11)
There are several ways to implement a homogenization scheme. Using the same opacity,
one can alternatively create an algorithm to decide to either completely scatter a particle or
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completely absorb the particle. There is also a version where two opacities are calculated,
one for scattering and one for absorption. The ray continuously attenuates and only scatters
discreetly. All of these methods are equivalent in the limit of many rays. The method
outlined above is chosen because it is most similar to the particle resolved approach.
(a) Ray trace through cell (b) Ray motion in scattering plane
Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of particle scattering in a cell, 4.4a, and on the scattering
plane, 4.4b
4.3.2.3 Ray Sensing Model
When rays traverse the particle domain, they are first traced through the glass as de-
scribed in section 4.3.2.1 then they are traced to a sensing patch. The patch may be located
arbitrarily in space. To match experiments, two sensing patches are considered. The first is
a large patch the same size as the outer channel wall (4.4 cm by 16 cm) which represents
the thermal calorimeter used in the experiments to measure the transmitted emission from
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the laser diode arrays. A small 3.5 mm square photosensor was also employed to measure
local transmittance from the single laser source. The sensor was located 16.5 cm away from
the channel wall.
All sensors used were numerically discretized into 400 by 400 grids to capture the spatial
variation across the surface. However, all comparisons to experiments only consider the
integrated values.
4.4 Results
Using the methods outlined above. Simulations were performed to answer specific un-
certainties about numerical methods necessary to accurately predict transmission and to
validate the models.
4.4.1 Emitter Modeling
In section 4.3.2.1, the exact emission model for the laser diode array was discussed, as
well as simplified models. These included a collimated plate source (such as used by Farbar
et. al. [77]), a similar plate source but with the same directional pattern as the experimental
array, and an isotropic source.
When analyzing these sources, there are three transmissions that can be calculated: the
transmission of just an empty channel (but with the glass side wall), the transmission of
the channel with particles, and the transmission of just the particles, which is calculated by
dividing the previous two transmissions.
For each emitter two PrMCRT calculations were performed, one with an empty channel
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and one with a single snapshot of the MLR 0.4 flow. The energy fluxes impinging the
colorimeter for the empty case are shown in Figure 4.5. The same data for the cases with
particles is shown in Figure 4.6. The various transmissions are tabulated in Table 4.2. It
is expected that the transmission of the emitters varies with the geometry of the emitter.
However, it is also clear that the measured transmission of only the particles is dependent
on the emitter model. The relative error, for example, between the particle transmission of
the exact array model and of the collimated model is 3.44%.
Table 4.2: Calculated transmission comparing various emitter models.






Collimated 83.68 64.01 76.50
9◦ Cone 78.68 61.17 77.74







4.4.2 Small Beam Simulations
In Section 4.4.1 it was shown that the modeling of the emitter needed to be modeled to
high fidelity in order to accurately capture the transmission of the particles. When modeling
the small laser beams, the same is true for the sensor.
To reduce computational cost, modeling the sensor beam is reduced to a 2 cm by 2 cm by
4 cm core that is extracted from the centerline of the channel. By sampling many cores from
multiple clouds, a higher sample size can be produced. Figure 4.10 shows the transmission
averaged over all cases for both the offset sensor case and the case with no offset. The
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(a) Collimated Plate Source (b) 9onical Plate Source (c) Isotropic Plate Source
(d) Single Array (e) Two Arrays
Figure 4.5: Incident flux, as seen by the experimental calorimeter, from various emission
sources. The flux is normalized by the total emitted power, and therefore, has units of m−2
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(a) Collimated Plate Source (b) 9onical Plate Source (c) Isotropic Plate Source
(d) Single Array (e) Two Arrays
Figure 4.6: Incident flux, as seen by the experimental calorimeter, by various emission
sources, with particles in the channel. The flux is normalized by the total emitted power,
and therefore, has units of m−2
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Figure 4.7: Scattering functions of the largest and smallest particles under consideration.
addition of the offset reduced the transmission by approximately 15%. This is because the
scattered light that would hit the sensor in the offset case misses the sensor as it is drawn
away from the channel.
Figure 4.11 displays the spatial variation of absorption along the beam path. Five lines
are plotted, one representing the boundaries of the quartiles of all samples. This shows
that all simulations have an increase in absorption near the wall (due to particle clustering
there). The variation in absorption, however, is relatively small near the wall. The maximum
absorptions occur in the channel center. This is where fast, dense clusters of particles move
quickly through the channel. The average absorption is much lower in this region, however.
4.4.3 Mesh Refinement with Homogenization
Because the cloud snapshot exhibits significant clustering, considering the cloud as a
homogenous block of a given opacity is unlikely to result in accurate predictions. It is useful
to determine, however, if there exists a length scale over while elements of the cloud can
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Figure 4.8: Rendering of the small beam simulations with illuminated particles and both
sensing patches visible.
(a) No Offset (b) Offset
Figure 4.9: Incident fluxes as seen by the sensing area. Two sensors are shown, one with
a 16.5 cm offset from the outer channel wall and the other that is against the channel (no
offset). The incident fluxes are normalized by the total energy emitted by the source (units
m−2).
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Figure 4.10: Average transmissions predicted by PrMCRT using a sensor which is offset
16.5cm from the channel. The same simulations are performed without this sensor offset.
The addition of the offset dramatically changed the perceived transmission of the flow. All
error bars represent the standard variation of the transmission over all simulations (or over
time in experimental measurements). Note, however, that the high fidelity sensor modeling
still overpredicts transmission.
(a) MLR = 20% (b) MLR = 40%
Figure 4.11: Absorption along the channel line for both Mass Loading cases. Each line
represents a quartile boundary (e.g. the bottom line represents the minimum absorption
and the middle line represents the median absorption).
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Figure 4.12: Transmission of a single MLR 40% snapshot using homogenization over the
cells. Different linear cartesian meshes are used with increasing resolution.
be homogenized. This is tested by homogenizing a single snapshot with various meshes.
All meshes are linear cartesian meshes with an equal number of particles in each direction.
(Because the domain aspect ratio is 1 to 1 to 4, the elements have the same aspect ratio.) As
this number of elements increases, the volume homogenized becomes smaller. One expects
that as the cloud is homogenized, the transmission will tend to a constant value (assuming
the mesh size remains larger than a particle diameter).
Figure 4.12 shows the results of such a mesh refinement study on a single MLR 40%
snapshot, the emitter is the signal array model. One can see that the single homogenized
volume (the leftmost point on the curve) differs in transmission by only 2 %. The mesh
refinement has little effect when resolution reaches 25 cells per centimeter. This is equivalent
to a cell width of 0.4 mm and a length of 1.6 mm.
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4.4.4 Particle Resolved vs. Homogenization
Section 4.4.3 showed that homogenization led to a converged solution when the mesh was
refined to approximately 100 elements for side length. However, it did not address if this
converged solution was equal to the transmission of a PrMCRT solution.
Another open consideration is the use of the delta-isotropic approximation. Figure 4.14
shows that the particle optic efficiencies are weakly dependent on the particle diameter.
Furthermore, Figure 4.7 shows that the majority of the scattered energy is only slightly
deflected. This suggests that all particles can be modeled with a single absorption efficiency
and isotropic scattering efficiency. The isotropic scattering efficiency is defined as
Qsi = Qs(1− g) (4.12)
where g is the scattering asymmetry parameter. As is shown in Section 4.5.5, this model
can reduce the transmission to a function of only this pair of efficiencies.
The results of all single array simulations are presented in Figure 4.15. A rendering of the
absorbed energy in the particles as well as the energy incident on the calorimeter is shown
in Figure 4.13. The transmission results for all MRCT methods lie within 1% of each other.
This suggests both that a homogenized model is sufficient to capture the transmission, and
that a delta isotropic model is sufficient to capture the particle optical properties. However,
all predictions lie outside of the experimental data.
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Figure 4.13: Simple rendering of the full system with one active laser diode array. A spatial
averages fluxes along the colorimeter sensor is shown in blue and the total absorbed energy is
shown in red. The cones denoting the incident radation are only approximations for clarity.
Figure 4.14: Optical properties of nickel particles of various diameters in 973 nm light. The
index of refraction is 2.4704 + 5.5117i.
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Figure 4.15: Transmission of a single MLR 40% snapshot using homogenization over the
cells. Different linear cartesian meshes are used with increasing resolution.
4.5 Discussion
In all simulations presented, the transmission was over predicted compared to the ex-
perimental measurements. This could easily be explained by a reasonable change in the
absorption properties of the particles. However, a physical mechanism would be required
for this change. A series of analyses are performed to examine the optical behavior of the
particle to various transforms.
4.5.1 Mie Properties
The Mie calculation is dependent on three quantities: The size parameter, χ of the
particle with respect to the incident light, and by the real and imaginary parts of the index
of refraction of the material. The incident wavelength is considered well quantified, and
Figure 4.14 has shown that the optical properties are relatively insensitive to the particle
diameter. However, the index of refraction of a material experiences a complex behavior
both with respect to frequency and temperature. Figure 4.16 plots the optical properties
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of a 12 micron particle exposed to 973 nm light. The nominal nickel index of refraction is
taken to be 2.4704 + 5.5117i [82]. Although the extinction and total scattering efficiency are
relatively insensitive to the index of refraction, the relative change in absorption or isotropic
scattering efficiency optical efficiency is equal to the relative change in the index of refraction
within a 10% variation. This suggests that a change in the index of refraction may affect
the transmission.
4.5.2 Oxide Coating
In section 4.4 it was assumed that the particles could be modeled as pure nickel spheres.
However, there was potential for a layer of nickel oxide (NiO) to have formed on the surface
of the hot particles. Yang’s method [53] was employed to calculate the optical properties
with thin concentric layers. The index of refraction of NiO is estimated as 1.8+0.01i [83–85].
This assumes that the particle’s temperature rise is well below 100.
Figure 4.17 displays all of the optical properties of particles of various diameters and
nickel oxide shell depths. A shell depth is shown here, as opposed to an added thickness,
because the experimental measurements would have measured the total diameter regardless
of the particle composition. The X axis of these figures is directly comparable to experimental
measurements. The optical properties of the particles are more strongly dependent on the
shell depth as opposed to the particle diameter. However, significant changes in the isotropic
scattering efficiency or the absorption efficiency do not occur until the shell is approximately
50 microns thick.
Farbar’s analysis [77] also included an analysis of nickel oxide. However, the nominal shell
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(a) Extinction Efficiency
(b) Absorption Efficiency (c) Scattering Efficiency
(d) Isotropic Scattering Efficiency
Figure 4.16: Scattering properties of a nickel particle of diameter 12 microns in 973 nm light
with various indices of refraction. Note, the expected index of refraction is 2.4704 + 5.5117i.
At this value, the optical properties are relatively insensitive to the index of refraction.
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depth was taken at 60 nm, while the index of refraction of NiO was taken to be 2 + 10−6i.
Figure 4.18 displays the optical properties of a 11.153 micron particle (the mean particle
diameter) with a 60 nm NiO shell, with various indices of refraction for the NiO. One can
see that the optical properties are relatively insensitive to the imaginary part of the index of
refraction. The variation between a real part of 2 and 1.8 is less than 10% for the absorption
and isotropic scattering efficiencies. However, because they change in opposite directions,
their sum, the extinction efficiency, changes by less than 2%.
4.5.3 Spheroid Particle
Analysis of the particle properties has assumed that the particles are approximately
spherical. However, it is known that the actual particles used could have significant elon-
gation. Farbar [77] studied surface roughness as a possible source of increased absorption.
This was done by analyzing Chebyshev particles [51] whose overall shape was, on average,
still spherical.
Spheroidal particles have the potential to increase the overall absorption, because the
geometric cross section can be increased in certain orientations. Because the particles are
still in the Mie regime, a wave optics approach is necessary to calculate the optical properties
accurately.
Following Farbar, an extended boundary method was used to calculate the optical prop-
erties of spheroids of various elongations (ratio of major to minor axis). However, due to
numerical instability of the extended boundary method [57], no calculations could be per-
formed. A surface impedance formulation of the extended boundary method was employed
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(a) Extinction Efficiency
(b) Absorption Efficiency (c) Scattering Efficiency
(d) Isotropic Scattering Efficiency
Figure 4.17: Scattering properties of nickel particles of various total diameters and oxide
shell depths. The index of refraction of the pure nickel is 2.4704 + 5.5117i and the pure
oxide is 2 + 0.015i.
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(a) Extinction Efficiency
(b) Absorption Efficiency (c) Scattering Efficiency
(d) Isotropic Scattering Efficiency
Figure 4.18: Scattering properties of a nickel sphere of diameter 12 microns in 973 nm light
with various indices of refraction and a 60 µm nickel oxide shell. Note, the expected index of
refraction of the pure nickel is 2.4704 + 5.5117i and the pure oxide is 2 + 0.01i. The optical
properties are relatively insensitive to the index of refraction.
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to calculate the optical properties. The optical efficiencies, normalized against a spherical
particle of diameter 12 microns, for spheroids of various elongations and orientations are
plotted in Figure 4.19. One can see that an individual spheroid can have significantly dif-
ferent optical efficiencies., but each is balanced out by a spheroid of the opposite type (i.e.
prolate vs oblate) and by a 90hange in orientation.
Because the coupled simulation does not track angular information of particles, there is
no means of determining if there is a statistically more probable orientation for particles
in the flow. If the particles are indeed randomly oriented, however, then the change in the
optical properties is unaffected by spherical vs. spheroidal particles.
4.5.4 Magnetic Particles
In the optical regime, the magnetic permeability is rarely taken into account, as for most
materials the permeability is low at such high frequencies. Most materials cannot change
eddy current at gigahertz frequencies. However, it was hypothesized that a slight magnetic
permeability could slightly change the optical properties from that of a pure dielectric. Figure
4.20 displays the change in optical efficiencies with magnetic permeability. Ferromagnetic
effects are negligible at these frequencies, and nonlinear susceptibility is negligible at these
field strengths. Magnetic permeability can drastically alter the optical behavior of these
particles. However, this only occurs once the magnetic permeability reaches 1.1. It is known
that in the cm wavelengths the magnetic permeability rapidly approaches one [86]. Thus,




In the previous sections, it has been suggested that particles of various shapes and com-
positions are unlikely to affect the overall transmission of the entire flow. This can be shown
succinctly by calculating the transmission for a single cloud snapshot (MLR = 0.4) as a
function of particle properties. The effect of changing the material properties of the particle
can also be plotted on the same contours. This is done in Figure 4.21. Similarly, the total
absorption can be plotted as a function of Qa and Qsi, shown in Figure 4.22. Note that the
particle changes all are plotted to extreme quantities. The magnetic permeability is changed
to 1.30. An oxide layer 100 micron thick is shown, as well as changes of 30% in the real and
imaginary parts of the index of refraction.
Figure 4.21 also plots a single contour for the experimentally measured transmission.
Notice that none of the potential changes in particle properties can significantly change the
overall transmission. Any increase in absorption is counteracted by a decrease in scatter
and vice versa. This leaves the transmission insensitive to the particle properties. Because
the instantaneous absorption cannot be measured, no such contour is plotted in Figure 4.22.
This is unfortunate, because the absorption is clearly only sensitive to the particle absorption
efficiency. As a matter of future work, determining the relation between the instantaneous
absorption and the downstream temperature rise would more clearly determine the particle
properties.
Because the transmission is unaffected by any changes to the particle properties, other
means of adjusting the cloud properties must be considered. The most probable cause of
increased absorption is the effect of particles sticking to the wall of the channel. During the
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experiment, particle sticking was observed. However, it was assumed that all particles stuck
permanently to the wall. Therefore, after the experiment was concluded, a transmission
measurement was made with no flow but with the stuck particles. This transmission was
used to normalize the transmission measurements presented by Banko et. al. [76]. (Note
that all experimental data presented here has used the initial transmission measurement for
normalization.) This difference was generally on the order of 1%-2%.
It is possible that instead of only permanent or specular particle collision, there were a
significant number of particles that stuck to the wall for a period of time then released, or
stuck to the wall and then rolled down the glass surface at very low speeds. These effects are
not present in the coupled simulations, where all particle-wall collisions are energy conserving,
specular reflections. This effect would increase the mass fraction of particles with respect to
the mass flow fraction, increase the total amount of particles present in the test section, and
decrease the total transmission.
Analyzing the effect of the wall collision model on the flow features is beyond the scope of
this study. However, the PrMCRT method can be used to estimate the number of particles
that need to be bound to the wall to match experiments. This is adding a percentage more
particles to the side walls of the simulation (care being taken to ensure no particles overlap).
Figure 4.23 shows a rendering of a snapshot with the added particles and without. The
transmission as a function of added particles forms a very linear trend which can be solved
for the exact quantity of particles that must be added. Figure 4.24 shows an example of this
process.
In this analysis, every array transmission measurement is analyzed using this procedure,
this includes data at two different mass loadings, laser diode array configurations, and emit-
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ted power. Six cases are analyzed in total, and the results are tabulated in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 shows that for all heated cases, at least an additional 60% more particles are
necessary to match experiments. The area fractions, that is the sum of the cross sections of
added particles divided by the total glass area is no greater than 11 %. The total absorption
at a single wall is less that Qa · 0.11 ∗ I0. The quantity of added particles follows physically
meaningful trends. In the two array cases, the number of particles added increases as the
power level increases (from Case 3 to Case 5 and from Case 4 to Case 6). However, the single
array requires more particles than the two array cases for the same power level. This suggests
that the likelihood for particles to stick is dependent and positively related to the incident
flux. The single array case has a narrower beam than the two arrays cases, hence a high
flux at the centerline. One can also note that the percentage of particles added decreases
with increasing MLR; however, the total number of particles added is still increasing. This
suggests that the quantity of particles added scales approximately as MLRγ where γ is a
number less than one. For the two strip cases, a gamma of 0.6 matches the trends.
Since the quantity of particles stuck to the walls is dependent on MLR and the incident
flux, it is likely that the number of particles that are actually stuck to the channel walls is
over-predicted by this analysis. This is because the side wall experiences very little flux. It
appears unlikely, based on the present data, that the walls would experience a formation of
particles to such a degree as those walls normal to the diode arrays.
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Table 4.3: Transmission results for multiple heating and mass load cases, followed by the
number of particles necessary to be added to the wall to match experimental measurements.
Case 1 2 3 4 5 6
Mass Loading Ratio 20% 40% 20% 40% 20% 40%
Number of Arrays 1 1 2 2 2 2
Emitted Power (kW) 1 1 1 1 2 2
Original Trans. (%) 88.56 79.01 88.65 77.87 88.76 77.95
Particles Added (%) 91 82 71 54 82 61
Added Area Fraction (%) 6.18 10.63 4.29 6.03 5.24 7.09
Adjusted Trans. (%) 81.81 68.59 83.67 71.12 83.04 70.36
Measurement (%) 82.24 69.12 83.71 71.18 83.05 70.39
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(a) Extinction Efficiency (b) Absorption Efficiency
(c) Scattering Efficiency
Figure 4.19: Optical efficiencies of spheroidal particles with an index of refraction 2.4704 +
5.5117i and varying elongations but an effective diameter 12 microns.
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(a) Optical Efficiency
(b) Relative change in optical efficiencies com-
pared to the µr = 1 case.
Figure 4.20: Change in optical properties of a 11.226 micron diameter sphere exposed to
light of wavelength 973 nm (index of refraction 2.4704 + 5.5117i) with respect to magnetic
permeability.
Figure 4.21: Results from PrMCRT simulations with particles of various scattering and
absorption properties. The changes in particle optical properties with respect to material
properties are overlaid. The experimentally measured transmission for this case is shown as
a single contour line.
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Figure 4.22: Results from PrMCRT simulation with particles of various scattering and ab-
sorption properties. The changes in particle optical properties with respect to material
properties are overlaid.
(a) Original Snapshot (b) Snapshot with added particles
Figure 4.23: Renderings of additional particles added to channel side walls, only a 5 mm
slice in the flow direction is rendered.
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Figure 4.24: Example of predicted transmission with additional particles added to the chan-
nel walls. An estimate for the number of bound particles is performed by solving a linear fit
at the experimentally measured transmission.
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4.6 Conclusions
In this study, a particle laden flow experiment was analyzed using a coupled flow solver
and a high fidelity Monte Carlo ray tracing method. The focus of the study was to accurately
calculate the transmission and to validate these predictions with experimental measurements.
It was shown that the transmission predictions were highly sensitive to the fidelity of the
emitter and sensor models. The particles themselves were modeled with several ray tracing
methods. It was found that the transmission was insensitive to the particle resolved approach
versus a homogenized one (provided the mesh was sufficiently refined). The particle trans-
mission was also unaffected by a change from an exact Mie scattering profile to a uniform
isotropic scattering model.
Initial predictions overpredicted transmission by 5% in all cases examined. Multiple
avenues were considered to account for the sources of error, focusing on the optical properties
of the particles. However, it was found that no particle property could be a reasonable source
of the transmission error. It was concluded that the particle clouds themselves could be a
source of error.
It was hypothesized that the particles could have an additional mechanism which ampli-
fied their attraction to the duct walls, thereby raising the MLR with respect to MFR even
higher. By adding wall-bound particles to snapshots examined previously, one could predict
the quantity of particles that would need to be attached to the walls at any given instance.
This yielded consistent trends over multiple emitter configurations, power levels, and Mass
Loading Ratios. It is concluded that a particle attraction to the wall is the best avenue





Radiative Transfer Through Reacting Gas
Flows
5.1 Introduction
Exploration of outer gas giants has been met with new interest [87]; however, missions to
these remote planets come with unique difficulties. A probe with enough velocity to arrive
at such a far orbit must be moving at extremely high speed. Any object which attempts to
enter the atmosphere of one of these planets is doing so at velocities of approximately 25
km/s. At these speeds, dissociation and ionization occur strongly, and the heat load on any
heat shield increases. Furthermore, these atmospheres are composed primarily of hydrogen
and helium. Producing experiments that completely replicate the entry conditions into a
hydrogen-helium atmosphere such as Saturn’s, for example, is extremely difficult. Numerical
methods are required to calculate the fluid and radiative environment.
Radiative calculations are important because the heat loading applied by these flows may
have a significant radiative contribution. Furthermore, analysis of the spectral intensity of
flows at particular positions is one of the few methods available for ascertaining informa-
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tion about the flow composition and temperature. Experimental measurements of radiative
transfer provide the richest data to verify computational models.
Although reacting flows of this type can be analyzed by Computation Fluid Dynamics
(CFD), these methods cannot fully calculate the radiative environment. Radiative calcula-
tions require knowledge of the number of atoms and molecules in each of their excited states.
Each of these states must be treated as its own species in a CFD framework. For a large
grid, this volume of data can become intractable. These State to State models (StS) have
been applied in a single dimension, but are not practical for design purposes.
The current state of the art is to run CFD with simplifying assumptions about the dis-
tribution of excited states which are encoded in one or multiple temperatures (e.g. two
temperatures and Arrhenius chemical rates). Once these populations are determined ac-
cording to spatial conservation laws, the excited state populations are calculated locally
according to some set of rules. In earlier decades, this distribution of states was taken to be
in thermal equilibrium (a Boltzmann distribution). However, it is now possible to solve the
quasi-steady-state (QSS) assumptions at flow points. This can only be done by organizing
chemical rates for each excited state in the flow. These chemical rates as a group will be
referred to as the QSS model for a species or set of species.
The excited-state populations calculated according to QSS or Boltzmann models can
be significantly different and lead to radically different radiative transfer predictions of the
system. However, both excitation models are based on the original population calculated by
simplified CFD rates. QSS methods are considered more accurate, although they rely on the
accuracy of experimental data or quantum mechanical calculations for the rate coefficients.
The development of an accurate QSS model is an important step in validating CFD models.
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Analysis of these CFD rate models for aerospace applications began in earnest during
the Galileo mission to Jupiter. Flight data had been useful to evaluate the accuracy of
existing aerothermal models. The Galileo mission resulted in several studies examining the
aerothermal environments experienced during the entry phase [88–90]. The deceleration
module of the Galileo Probe entered Jupiter at 47.4 km s−1 resulting in a peak heat flux of
30 kW cm−2 [91, 92]. Analog resistance ablation detector (ARAD) sensors were embedded
in the forebody of the thermal protection system (TPS) that measured the total recession
of the TPS material.
The ARAD data revealed that a priori analysis under-predicted the recession by at least
50% over the entire frustum region. The recession data available from flight prompted a
number of studies that investigated this discrepancy. Matsuyama et al. [93] performed a
trajectory-based heating analysis by including coupled fluid-radiative transfer calculations
and the injection-induced turbulence model proposed by Park [94]. Their simulations re-
sulted in better agreement in the frustum region but enhanced the discrepancy at the stag-
nation point. Park further analyzed the discrepancy at the stagnation point by including
the effect of spallation and modifying the thermodynamic coefficients (values in the JANAF
database) of H and H+ [95]. A better agreement at the stagnation point was achieved by
Park because the expelled particles (spallation) from the heat shield could act as radiation
blockers in the flowfield. It is important to note that the spallation phenomena were not
modeled explicitly. The attenuation of radiative intensity was estimated based on the con-
centration of expelled particles obtained from experiments [88]. Additionally, the JANAF
coefficients were corrected for a lower ionization potential.
Both the studies assumed thermochemical equilibrium for modeling the flowfield. More
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recently, Erb et al. [96] performed a detailed study that included shape change in the trajec-
tory analysis and assessed the validity of modeling assumptions regarding diffusion, radiative
heating, and ablation. They found that the improved agreement relative to past studies was
due to the notable impact of shape change, multi-component diffusion, and ray-tracing ra-
diative heating. While a finite-rate chemical kinetic model was used for their study, thermal
non-equilibrium was not accounted for and a one-temperature model was used in their anal-
ysis [96]. Since the entry velocity of Galileo was so extreme, the density and pressure rise
across the shock would likely result in thermal equilibrium. However, the proposed entry
conditions into Saturn and Uranus are at much lower velocities (26 and 22 km/s respectively)
and a thermochemical non-equilibrium treatment is required under certain conditions.
Palmer et al. [97] used the state-of-the-art two-temperature approach to evaluate entry
conditions into Saturn and Uranus. As part of that effort, they updated collision inte-
grals to compute transport properties (viscosity, diffusivity, and thermal conductivity) and
vibrational relaxation times based on the latest ab-initio data [98–100] and high-fidelity
state-to-state modeling [101]. The updated values showed differences in the shock stand-
off distance and non-equilibrium regions for entry conditions relevant to Saturn. However,
Palmer et al. [97] used a heritage chemical kinetics model from the 1970s based on shock
tube experiments from Leibowitz and Kuo [102]. Work from Park et al. [103] indicates
that the ionization rate in the shock tube experiments of Leibowitz was likely incorrect from
post-shock radiation contamination of the data. Furthermore, one-dimensional state-to-state
models have been developed by Colonna et al. [104, 105] and Munafò et al. [106]. These in-
vestigations have shown that the addition of minor species (e.g. H+3 and H
−) could greatly
change the distribution of major species behind the shock by creating small quanities of free
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electrons which greatly accelerated the excitation process.
To validate chemical models, flight data does not have enough granularity to effectively
determine the accuracy of one model or another. Experimental facilities are a necessary
component to develop these models. For entry conditions, these facilities are never capable
of measuring the actual probe geometry or even model of probes. The required energy and
gas mixture necessary to create a long time duration flow of these conditions would be as
extremely costly. Instead, small-time duration experiments such as shock tubes, expansion
tubes, or arc jets are used with simplified geometries. Information for these flows can be
used to make a meaningful comparison with simulations to validate these chemical models.
The study develops a new QSS model to directly assess the accuracy of CFD rates by
comparing to two recent experiments: results from the X-2 expansion tunnel facility at
the University of Queensland [107] and an investigation in the electric arc shock tunnel
(EAST) [108]. Physically, both these experiments are simpler than real entry flow. The
Queensland data measures flow around a simple model and the East data examines only
a moving one dimensional shock flow. However, both experiments have enough chemical
variation to be useful for validation, indicating that non-equilibrium effects were present
with changes in major species occurring over centimeter length scales.
The chapter is organized as follows. Experimental data is reviewed in Section 5.2. Sec-
tion 5.3 describes the simulation details that reproduce the experiments, the available rates
are discussed in Section 5.3.2. Details of the new QSS model are given in Section 5.3.4. The
results of the numerical prediction are compared to experiments in Section 5.4:
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5.2 Review of Experiments
Two experiments will be considered for this work, both representing recent experimental
data in hydrogen helium aerothermochemistry. The data from the Electric Arc Shock Tube
(EAST) involves a single shock while the data from the University of Queensland measures
radiance from a flow over a capsule
5.2.1 Axisymetric flow from University of Queensland
Measurements at the X-2 facility at the University of Queensland were performed to
analyze hydrogen-helium chemistry over a spherical cap [107,109]. The X-2 expansion tube
is a free piston driven experimental facility with the capability to add two or more driven
tubes. The initial rupture of the diaphragm creates a series of shocks in the expansion
section resulting in velocities of 6-12 km s−1 in the test chamber. To achieve higher velocities
with light gases (H2 and He), either the percentage of He in the composition needs to be
increased or a test gas substituent like neon has to be used. A description of the theoretical
and experimental analysis for the substitution process can be found in Refs. [110,111]. This
substituent approach is undertaken because gas velocities can reach 18 km s−1 in the test
chamber by increasing the mole fraction of He, which allows the experimental tests to be
closer to the flight enthalpy conditions.
In this study, we compare the simulation results with experiments that were performed
with 80 % He and 20 % H2 by volume. Note that the molar percentage of H2 in the
atmosphere’s of Saturn, Jupiter, and Uranus is much higher (over 80% by volume). The
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freestream conditions used to compare with experimental results are shown in Table 5.1.
The test geometry is a 45o truncated sphere with a curvature radius of 70.7 mm. Radiance
is measured along the stagnation line until the edge of the model and along the radial
direction 3.2 mm away from the stagnation point. We only simulate the flow over the test
object in the chamber and no tunnel effects are incorporated. Experimental images [107] and
past work comparing CFD simulations and experiments [112] indicate that a core freestream
surrounds the object in the test chamber and tunnel effects are not important for this system.
Major uncertainties in this experiment are the time dependence of the flow and the
characterization of the free stream conditions. The experimental results presented represent
only one instance in a changing flow. It has been shown [107] that near the stagnation line
the integrated radiance still changes by 9.9% over the test time. These transient effects
make the selection of the ideal test time for comparisons with steady flow simulations (as
are used in Section 5.4.1) difficult. The test time itself is selected using the results of pitot
probe measurements and radiance profiles. These pitot tube measurements are further used
to characterize the free stream around the model. However, if non-equilibrium effects are
present in the pitot tubes themselves, then the analysis of the pitot tube is dependent on the
hydrogen chemistry that this work attempts to validate. This leads to a circular dependency,
requiring that the chemistry model is accurate to ensure that the characterization of the free
stream is accurate.
Table 5.1: Freestream conditions in the simulations.
Density of H2 7.07 · 10−6 kg m−3
Density of He 5.62 · 10−5 m−3
Velocity (U) 18.2 km s−1
Flow Temperature (T) 377 K
Wall Temperature (Tw) 300 K
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5.2.2 One Dimension Shocks from EAST
In 2014, a series of hydrogen-helium experiments were run at the Electric Arc Shock Tube
(EAST) facility [108]. EAST differs from a traditional shock tube in that the driver gas is
electrically heated before the diaphragm is burst. This raises the enthalpy of the driver gas
and can produce much faster shock waves in the driven gas.
When the shock tube is used, it is assumed that a one dimensional flow is generated in
the test section. The one dimensional assumption is always at odds with the boundary layer
which forms behind the shock along the test section walls as well as any other disturbances
to the shock which result in a fully three dimensional flow. The shock velocity is measured
using pressure sensors on the side walls of the driven section to measure the velocity. These
measurements are considered accurate to 100 m/s. However, the gas composition at the test
region is unknown. Contamination by the driver gas is a known problem as well as additions
of trace amounts of air from leaks in the system. The combination of boundary layers
and driver gas contamination can increase experimental uncertainties at points significantly
behind the shock and can lead to an increased smearing effect throughout the flow.
The specific experiments under investigation used a driven gas mixture of 89% hydrogen
11% helium (by mole) at pressures of the order of one-tenth of a torr. The driven shocks
were found to move at velocities between 25 and 28 km/s. Radiative emission was not
noted at velocities lower than 25 km/s and 28 km per second was the maximum velocity
of interest from that test campaign. This work will focus on two particular shots for that
test campaign, which have been designated Shot 18 and Shot 22. These shots were selected
because they represent the extremities of the shots in the test campaign while still exhibiting
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Shot 18 3.2404362·1021 m−3 89:11 298 K 25.69
km/s
Shot 22 1.6526225·1022 m−3 89:11 298 K 27.66
km/s
analyzable radiative signals. Table 5.2 shows the initial conditions of the driven gas, as well
as the measured shock speeds. These shots differ both in density and shock speed. Shot 18
represents a weaker shock compared to Shot 22.
5.3 Numerical Methods
The numerical procedure used in this analysis is the current state of the art for complex
flows. This is a two-step procedure. First, CFD simulations are used to ascertain the
populations of species and the local temperature. Second, a radiative transfer calculation is
performed to calculate the excited state populations and the emitted spectrum. A two-step
procedure is used because a CFD solution that captures all excited states (a state-to-state
model) is prohibitively expensive both in terms of runtime and memory usage. The details
of each numerical method are outlined below.
5.3.1 CFD
The aerothermal simulations are performed using the LeMANS solver, a Navier-Stokes
solver developed at the University of Michigan specifically for hypersonic applications with
thermal and chemical non-equilibrium. It can handle unstructured three-dimensional meshes,
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and the governing equations are solved using the finite volume method. LeMANS has been
benchmarked, verified, and validated over several years [113–115]. LeMANS contains several
features and capabilities and only the options relevant to the results presented in this study
are discussed below.
LeMANS solves the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (Eqs. 5.1-5.5) that account for
n-species, momentum equations, and two-energy equations to include thermal and chemical
non-equilibrium. Axi-symmetric solutions are obtained by including the appropriate Jaco-
bian terms for a two-dimensional grid. The two- energy equations are used to solve the
total and vibrational energy, respectively [116]. The inviscid and viscous fluxes are split into
vectors F and Fv, with conserved variables Q and source terms Scv. The spatial integra-
tion is performed over the inviscid and viscous fluxes using the finite-volume method, and
the time integration is performed implicitly using a parallel line-implicit method. Temporal
integration is first-order accurate, and spatial integration is second-order accurate.
Species-diffusion fluxes are modeled using modified Fick’s law, and momentum fluxes are
calculated assuming a Newtonian fluid with Stoke’s hypothesis. Conduction heat fluxes are
calculated using Fourier’s law. Thermal and chemical nonequilibrium is modeled using Park’s
two-temperature approach [117]. Translational and rotational modes are assumed to be fully
excited and in equilibrium with each other. Heat capacity for the internal mode (vibration
and electronic) is obtained from NASA polynomial fits [118] using the vibrational-electronic-
electron temperature for the curve fit and subtracting the contributions of translational and
rotational modes. A detailed discussion of this approach can be found in Ref. [116]. Species
thermodynamic data is obtained from NASA polynomial fits [118]. Transport properties
(diffusivity, viscosity, and thermal conductivity) are computed from collision integrals [119],
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where the collision cross sections are fit to the Gupta formulation [120] for heavy species.
The most updated cross sections based on ab-initio data for H2/He system can be found in
Ref. [97]. The ion-ion, ion-electron, and electron-electron cross sections are modeled using
a shielded Coulomb potential [121]. Mixture transport properties (species diffusion, viscos-
ity, thermal conductivity) are calculated using Wilke’s semi-empirical mixing rule. Charged
species are treated with a single-fluid approach, and ambipolar diffusion of electrons enforces
local quasi-neutrality [122]. Vibrational relaxation is modeled using the Landau-Teller equa-
tion [123], where the parameters are obtained from Ref. [97]. The energy transfer between
heavy particles and electrons is modeled using the formulation in Ref. [124]. Forward rates
for chemical mechanisms follow the modified Arrhenius form: AT ηexp(−E/T ). The tem-
perature is set to the geometric mean of translational and vibrational temperature [117]
for all reactions except electron-impact ionization reactions. The backward rates are calcu-
lated using the equilibrium constant computed from Gibb’s free energy. For electron-impact
ionization reactions, vibrational-electronic-electron temperature is used as the controlling
temperature. Energy is lost or gained during electron-impact ionization and recombination

















































Different chemical kinetic rate models are evaluated in this study. Previous work [125] has
shown that contemporary rate models fall into two categories based on the ionization rates
of Hydrogen. This work will use one representative rate model from each category. The rates
published in Ref. [126] are referred to as Boyd rates. In Boyd rates, the dissociation rates (re-
actions 1-4) were obtained from the NIST Chemical Kinetics Database [127], while the rates
for the H2+e
− dissociation reaction and ionization reactions (reactions 7-11) were compiled
from McCay and Dexter [128] based on results from Talrose and Karachevtsev [129]. The
rates from Ref. [130] are referred to as Higdon rates. Higdon rates are similar to Leibowitz
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and Kuo [102], with modifications based on curve fits from Gordon and McBride’s equilib-
rium constant data [131]. Later work by Liu et al. [132] has suggested that a modification
of the Higdon rate can yield better agreement with experimental measurements of electron
number density. They suggested raising all the leading coefficients of the hydrogen ionization
reactions by a factor of 25. These rates will be referred to as Modified Higdon rates.
All Arrhenius reaction rate constants from each model can be found in Table 5.3. It is
important to note that Higdon et al. [130] also proposed two different rates for both the
H+e− and He+e− ionization reactions. However, the differences between these rates were
found to have a negligible impact on the resulting flowfield obtained in this study. Therefore,
only the baseline rates for both of these ionization reactions are included in Table 5.3.
From the rate constants in Table 5.3, we see that rate constants significantly between the
Boyd and Higdon rates. The difference is more pronounced for the ionization of H atoms
by electrons (H+e− ↔ H+ + e− + e−). The differences in the dissociation rate is within
one order of magnitude (Fig. 5.1a) but four orders of magnitude variation is observed in the
ionization reaction (Fig. 5.1b). Erb et al. [96] conducted a detailed investigation of various
H+e− ionization reaction rates, and concluded that uncertainties in the H+e− ionization
rate have a negligible impact on resulting flowfield parameters. However, since entry tra-
jectories into gas giants such as Saturn and Uranus can involve significant thermochemical
non-equilibrium, the differences in these rate constants can lead to large variations in the
resulting flowfields (Figure 5.4).
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Table 5.3: H2-He mixture reaction rate coefficients. The rates proposed by Higdon et al. [130]
have multiple co-efficients for some reactions. All rate co-efficients were analyzed in the
comparison study and we found that the results did not vary among the co-efficients. The
baselines rates are reported here.
Rate Constant [ cm
3
mol−s ]
No. Reaction Boyd [126] Higdon [130] Modified Hig-
don [130]
Dissociation Reactions
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5.3.3 One Dimensional Shock Flows
To compare against measurements of EAST, a one-dimensional CFD solution was gen-
erated. Many times, these flows are approximated as the stagnation line of a blunt body
flow [133]. However, to mitigate any possible errors due to wall thermal effects, a one-
dimensional free shock calculation is performed. The grid used was a 1 m rectangular stip
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(a) Dissociation Reaction: H2 + H ↔ H + H + H.
(b) Ionization Reaction: H + e− ↔ H+ + e− + e−.
Figure 5.1: Rate constants for all four chemistry rates as a function of temperature. Note
that the Modified Hidgon chemistry has the same dissociation rate as the orginal Higdon
model.
with up to 2000 elements in the x direction, the boundaries in the y direction were all given
periodic conditions. The inlet side (x = 0 m) was set to the measured shock speed with
density and temperature conditions of the particular EAST shot (see Table 5.1). The outlet
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(x = 1 m) was given a subsonic pressure outlet condition.
The flow is initialized with a Rankine Hugoniot condition using the flow chemistry of the
supersonic side. For high flow speeds, it was found that doubling the subsonic density lead
to faster convergence.
Because the flow is initialized to only the approximate shock conditions and there is
no physical mechanism to hold the shock in place, a control system was implemented into
LeMANS to reduce the shock velocity to zero.
5.3.3.1 Shock Control Derivation
Consider a supersonic normal shock flow with a moving shock. The velocity, pressure and
density on the supersonic side are denoted u1, P1, and ρ1 respectively. The same variables
are subscripted 2 on the subsonic side. The shock is moving with velocity vs.
Let the ˆ denote variables transformed to the shock frame. That is, û1 = u1 + vs is the
flow velocity of the shock. In this frame, the shock is not moving and the normal shock
relations hold. Mass, momentum, and energy flow is constant.
ρ1û1 = ρ2û2 (5.6)
ρ1û
2
1 + P1 = ρ2û
2








where h is the enthalpy. Consider another normal shock flow with the same supersonic
conditions, but with a different shock speed. Let a prime (′) denote the conditions of this
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The prime conditions are considered as the target conditions. The object is to find ρ′2 in
terms of the unprimed conditions and new shock speed. The new shock speed is encoded in




(û21 − û′21 ) = h2 − h′2 +
1
2
(û22 − û′22 ) (5.12)
Because this analysis concerns a hypersonic flow, thermally perfect gas assumptions are
not valid. The subsonic internal energy is divided into a translation component and an
internal component. It is assumed that the translational component is thermally perfect.
h2 = CvT +RT + eint (5.13)
where Cv is the translational heat capacity, R is the gas constant, T is the translational
temperature, and eint is the internal energy of the gas. This can be reduced by defining a
constant pressure translational heat capacity.
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Cp = Cv +R (5.14)
such that Equation 5.13 reduces to
h2 = CpT + eint (5.15)











It is now assumed that any control process only slightly changes the “2” state. Thus, the



























and the similar equation for the unprimed system (Equation 5.6)


























The momentum equations (Equations 5.7) 5.10) can also be transformed by the ideal gas
law (P
ρ
= RT ), as well as the substitutions above (Equations 5.19 and 5.18)
ρ1û
2













































+ T ′2 (5.22)












































































































































































Equation 5.25 is a quadratic equation. The positive root is the only valid solution.
5.3.3.2 Application
In Section 5.3.3.1, equations were derived to determine a new post-shock density base
on freestream conditions, the original post-shock density, and the change in shock speed
desired. Without this quantity, one cannot know how much density to add to a flow to
adjust the shock velocity. Guesswork usually leads to a shock whose velocity does change or
to a number of negative energy solutions.
However, the calculation of this new density to a real flow is not straightforward. In
a real CDF solver, two conditions that are assumed in section 5.3.3.1 do not hold: post-
shock momentum and density are not constant, and momentum is not necessarily conserved
across the shock. This is because all supersonic CFD solvers iterate in time, and error in the
momentum is considered a time-dependent acoustic disturbance.
Applying shock control to a converging solution is nontrivial. In this study, the shock
velocity is measured directly. The post-shock density is best approximated by finding the





Using ρ∗2 as ρ2 in 5.25 one can solve for ρ
′2







Multiplying all species densities in the subsonic cells by νρ sets the new subsonic densities.
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Applying these state changes to a 1D shock flow can change the shock speed. However,
due to the convergence that is happing coincidently, it has been found that repeated small
applications of these equations with small changed in shock speed yields the most stable
flows. For the flows discussed in this work, a length scale is determined, usually about 0.25
cm. The shock is allowed to move four times this length scale. Afterward, every time that
the shock cross another integer multiple of the length scale, the shock speed is set to be
vs,2 = (0.5
n − 0.05n)vs,1 (5.30)
where vs,2 is the new shock velocity, vs,1 is the current measured shock velocity as measured
by the time required to reach the current control point from the last one, and n is the
current number of control steps that have been applied. This usually leads to a convergence
where the shock moves into the subsonic region (because the Rankine Huguniot condition
underpredicts the post-shock density) which is slowed down by density additions, once the
shock remains stationary relative to the control length scale for a flow-through time, the
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solution is considered converged. A perfectly stationary shock is impossible to achieve.
However, the shock speed is kept less than one percent of the free stream velocity, which is
approximately the error in the measured shock speed in the EAST facility.
5.3.4 Radiative Heat Transfer
Radiative Heat transfer is calculated using NEQAIR v.15.0. NEQAIR, takes the number
densities, translational, rotational, vibrational, and electronic temperatures along a line of
sight to calculate the populations of excited species. It then computes the spectra in the
wavelength region (or regions) of interest using a line-by-line radiation solver. NEQAIR also
includes the ability to calculate convolved spectra using the measured convolution functions
of the experimental equipment.
For the H2/He system, a combination of Boltzmann and quasi-steady state (QSS) models
are used for the NEQAIR calculations. The excited states of helium and its ions always are
calculated with an assumed Boltzmann distribution, while the hydrogen molecule and atom
are calculated using Boltzmann or QSS methods.
Helium acts as an inert substituent. This can be seen by calculating the population ratio
between the 1s2 state and the 1s3p configuration. The 1s3p to 1s2s transition is the strongest
helium line at 501 nm. However, the ratio of 1s3p to ground state is approximately 5 · 10−6
in a Boltzmann distribution at 20000 K (Change of energy being 23 eV with a degeneracy of










Assuming that the object of interest has a length scale of 10 cm. This yields an approximate
intensity of 0.0017181Wcm−2sr−1. The experimental measurements under consideration are
only sensitive to 0.1Wcm−2sr−1. Therefore, it is unlikely that any helium radiation will be
measured. Using only the Boltzmann assumption for He does not affect the accuracy of the
computed radiance with respect to those measurements.
The hydrogen atom and molecule each require a set of rate data for each state which is
compiled from a number of sources.
5.3.4.1 Hydrogen Atom
NEQAIR’s method for atomic QSS modeling requires a set of state energies and degen-
eracies as well as electron impact excitation rate data. The states of hydrogen are binned
by principal quantum numbers and neglect the faint splitting by angular momentum. State
energies are taken from the NIST atomic database [135] up to the eleventh excited state.
The twelfth excited state (n = 13) and above all varying in energy by less than a tenth of
an electron volt, and their relative populations are small. They are simply equilibrated to
the n = 12 state.
The database also includes electron impact excitation rates for the ground state to an
excited state, but no rates for changes between excited states. There are few complete
sets of electron impact excitation rate data available that are suited for hypersonic flow.
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Aggarwal [136] created a low temperature set which is complete in all but a few transitions
(the n = 2 to n = 3 rate for example). Park [137] also published a complete set in the early
1970’s by averaging over many of the theories available at the time.
This work will focus on the electron transition emission from the second to the first
excited state of atomic hydrogen (n = 3 and n = 2). This line also called Balmer - α, lies
in the visible range, and is a relatively isolated spectral line, making it easy to measure
experimentally. In the QSS model, the number densities of excited states are constant.
The radiative emission is principally balanced by electron impact excitation into the excited
states. (These states are also generated by emission from a more excited state.) Figure
5.2 plots the excitation rates for the ground to first excited state from sources including
the NIST database. The ground to second excited state rates are plotted in Figure 5.3.
Park’s and Aggarwal’s are remarkably consistent, and both are an order of magnitude faster
than the NIST estimates. Because they are the most modern complete set, the Aggarwal
excitation rate data was used. The missing state changes were then supplemented with
Park’s estimates.
5.3.4.2 Molecular Hydrogen
Molecular hydrogen requires rate data between each electronically excited state, between
the initial and final vibrational levels, as well as rate data for processes which convert a
particular state into a different chemical (e.g. electron impact dissociation, ionization, etc.)
species. The inter-state transitions are described by a set of Frank-Condon factors, electron
impact excitation rates (which are independent of vibrational state), and radiative Einstein
coefficients. The Franck-Condon factors and Einstein coefficients are taken from the work
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Figure 5.2: Rates for the n = 1 to n = 2 excitation of atomic hydrogen compiled from several
sources.
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Figure 5.3: Rates for the n = 1 to n = 3 excitation of atomic hydrogen compiled from several
sources.
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of Fantz and Wünderlich [138]. Electron impact excitation rates are taken from Kim [139].
Frank Condon Factors [140,141] are the nuclear overlap of two molecular states of different
electron excitations. If a molecule experiences an electronic transition, the vibrational level
will also change. The likelihood of entering a particular vibrational level is proportional
to the Frank Condon factor. Because the vibrational state still contains some energy, the
photon emission from the electron transitions is broadened by the energy of the vibrational
levels.
The Einstein coefficients are values that determine the probability of transition in time.
There are two coefficients. The “Aij” coefficient is the rate of spontaneous transition from
state i to state j. The “Bij” coefficient relates the probability that an atom or molecule
transitions due to an external field. These can be used to determine, for example, the
absorption coefficient (or spectral opacity). For this work, only the Aij is used.
The QSS calculation also accounts for other changes to the hydrogen molecule. Electron
dissociation cross sections were taken from Yoon [142]. Nondissociative ionization cross
sections were found in Jacobsen [143]. Wedding and Phelps [144] determined quenching
rates for the c3Π−u and a
3Σ+g states, which were included. However, experimental quenching





Three axisymmetric simulations are performed using LeMANS with different chemical
rates. Based on previous work [125], a one-temperature model was used without significant
loss of accuracy. Contours of temperature are shown in Figure 5.4. Temperatures extracted
from the stagnation line are plotted on Figure 5.7. Densities along the stagnation line are
shown in Figure 5.5, and Figure 5.6 shows the electron number densities along the stagnation
line all plotted on the same axis. The notable difference between the chemical models is the
electron density as a function of position as well as the significantly different temperature
profiles.
The Boyd rates ionize hydrogen at a much faster rate. This creates several points of
contrast against the Higdon model. First, the electron density per the Boyd model almost
matches the atomic hydrogen density and the ionized hydrogen density. The energy that
is used to ionize hydrogen is removed from translational modes, this reduces the shock
strength and decreases the shock stand-off distance. Meanwhile, the Higdon model ionizes
slowly, increasing the shock strength and standoff distance. The Modified Higdon rates
predict temperatures which lie between the other two models. The total variation in shock
standoff distance is approximately 5 cm.
From each contour, a series of 100 lines of sight (LOS) are extracted from the contour
normal to the flow direction (See Figure 5.8). These LOS contain density and temperature
information used by NEQAIR. For those lines extracted ahead of the model, the LOS is
copied and appended in reverse to the original line to represent the entire flow. The model
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itself is taken to be a cold black body. NEQAIR performs calculations on each of the lines of
sight, outputting a spectrum representing the emission at the end of the LOS. This spectrum
is spectrally convolved with the known properties of the instruments used at the Queensland
facility. This is taken as a Voigt profile with a Half-Width Half Value (HWHV) of 9.7 Åand
Lorentzian HWHV of 4.7 Å. A spatial convolution over these LOS is also performed. The
convolution parameters are determined based on the experimental measurement of a light
source placed behind the model. When the camera is placed behind the model it measures
some intensity. The change in intensity with position is equal to the convolution function.
Figure 5.9 shows both the measurements as well as the fitted Voigt profile of HWHVs of
0.10868 mm and 0.032507 mm.
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the spectral radiance contour using the Higdon chemistry and
Boltzmann excited states before and after the spatial convolution. The convolution blurs
the change of radiance at the shock as well as the shadow of the model at (x = 0). Six
such convolved contours are generated for three chemical models and the two excited state
models.
Integrating these contours over specific wavelengths can produce radiance curves that can
be directly compared to experimental measurement of radiance along the stagnation line.
Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show the α emission in natural and log scale respectively. This
is calculated by integrating the spectral radiance over the wavelengths between 476 and 497
nm. Likewise, the β emission (640 to 670 nm) is plotted in Figures 5.15 and 5.16. The α
and β regions are the locations of the spectral lines of hydrogen transitions from the first
excited electronic state to ground, and from the second excited state to ground respectively.
The predicted radiance is highly dependent on both the CFD chemistry and the ex-
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cited state model. The most apparent trend is that the Boltzmann assumption consistently
predicts a higher radiance than the QSS calculation. The relative difference between the
Boltzmann and QSS methods is a measure of the degree of non-equilibrium in the flow. In
an equilibrium flow, the Boltzmann and QSS methods should tend to similar excited state
populations.
Given these spectral ranges, equilibrium specifically refers to the equilibrium of the hy-
drogen electronic states compared to the electron state. The QSS model only calculates the
hydrogen excitation via electron impact. In order for the hydrogen excited states to match
the Boltzmann distribution, electrons must be present in sufficient density and energy to
excite the mode at the rate of its spontaneous emission.
With this in mind, these results suggest that the Boyd model predicts the least amount
of non-equilibrium in the flow. The greatest non-equilibrium is predicted using Higdon or
Modified Higdon chemistry depending on location. This is consistent with the difference in
ionization rates between the models. The Boyd model, being the fastest in ionization appears
closest to equilibrium conditions. Higdon chemistry, being the slowest ionizing model appears
to be nearer equilibrium near the shock where there are no electrons, but dissociation has
completed. The Modified Higdon rates have enough electrons that the chemical nonequi-
librium is most observable. Near the wall, however, the Higdon rates have produced an
appreciable electron density which is placed in new equilibrium by the translational cooling
near the wall. It is stressed that no flow chemistry produces a distribution that is consistent
with a Boltzmann distribution. Therefore, the use of a Boltzmann distribution model for
excited states is inaccurate. For the remainder of this section, all discussion pertains only to
the QSS results which are considered more accurate.
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No combination of models appears to accurately capture the experimental results. The
most striking property of the measurements is the rise in radiance toward the model. This
trend is only captured using the Modified Higdon chemistry. However, the predicted intensity
is approximately an order of magnitude lower. The relative rise in intensity between the fore
and aft positions along the stagnation line is not as great as that measured as well.
The success of the Modified Higdon rates is a result of two effects. First, the thermal
energy that supported the high emission of the Higdon model near the shock is reduced
by ionization. Secondly, as these electrons remain present in the flow they can excite more
atomic hydrogen near the wall. The two relatively simple effects combine to have a dramatic
effect on the overall shape of the measured radiance.
Accurate modeling of the flow chemistry and excited states significantly impacts the total
radiative heat transfer to the model. Figure 5.17 shows an estimated radiative heat transfer
to the stagnation point. This is done by extracting the stagnation line from all CFD results
and calculating the total heat transfer along that line using NEQAIR. The resulting intensity
is multiplied by π to estimate a total heat flux to the surface area. This assumes that the
flow field is approximately spherically symmetric about the stagnation line. This is not a
perfect assumption, however, the solid angles where this does not hold are at low incident
angles to the stagnation point and do not significantly contribute to the total heat flux.
Figure 5.17 shows that the total radiative heat flux changes by an order of magnitude
depending on the chemistry and excitation models. The overprediction of the Boltzmann
model is evident throughout. Furthermore, the difference in non-equilibrium between the
chemical models, as shown by the relative difference between the Boltzmann and QSS models,
is consistent with the spectral analysis above. This reinforces that the accurate radiative
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modeling of these flows can be critical for missions to the outer gas giants, especially the
design of thermal protection systems.
5.4.2 EAST Data
Using the one-dimensional shock methods discussed in Section 5.3.3, six CFD solutions
are generated: three chemical kinetic models for each of the two shots. Figure 5.18 shows
the number densities for the Shot 18 case and Figure 5.19 shows the same data for the Shot
22 case. The number densities of the electrons are compared in Figures 5.22 and 5.23. As
expected, the electron densities of the Boyd rates are highest, and the Higdon chemistry
predicts the lowest electron density.
The data from EAST consists of 4 spectral images taken at different wavelength bands.
Contours of this data are shown in Figures 5.24 and 5.25. The narrow region at 650 nm
represents a high-resolution image of the hygdron atomic emission from the second excited
state to ground, called the β emission in the Queensland experiments. These bands, in
increasing wavelength, are referred to as the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV), the blue, the red,
and infrared (IR) bands. Three comparisons are made between the data. Integrated radiance
from each wavelength band is plotted against position. The spectral radiance is integrated
over the 2 cm behind the shock and plotted as a function of wavelength. Lastly, the same
integrated spectrum is shown for the red region alone.
Figure 5.28 plots the radiance curves of Shot 22 with respect to positions for the Higdon
rates with both Boltzmann and QSS settings. These curves show the expected variation
that the Boltzmann method predicts a much higher radiance. Figures 5.26 and 5.27 show
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(a) Boyd Chemistry (b) Higdon Chemistry
(c) Modified Higdon Chemistry




(c) Modified Higdon Chemistry
Figure 5.5: Species densities along stagnation line of flow in Queensland experiment
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Figure 5.6: Electron number densities along stagnation line
Figure 5.7: Temperatures along stagnation line
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Figure 5.8: Overhead diagram of extracted lines of sight (LOS) used to predict the spatially
resolved spectral radiance. The flow enters from above and impinges on the model. The
predicted flow temperature contours are plotted, identical to the results in Figure 5.4a.
Lines of sight are extracted normal to the flow towards the camera. The shadowing of the
model is included. The camera convolution function is shown in figure 5.9. Although only
nine lines are shown, 100 lines of sight are extracted.
Figure 5.9: Spatial Convulation function for radiance calulations based on experimental
measuments. The resultant fit is a Voigt profile with a Gausian Half Width Half Value
(HWHV) of 0.10868 mm and a Lorentizan HWHV of 0.032507 mm.
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Figure 5.10: Spatial and spectral contour on the prediced spetral radiance of the Queesnland
experiment using Higdon chemiry and Boltman excited states. No convolution is performed
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Figure 5.11: Same as Figure 5.10, however the spatial convolution from Figure 5.9 is per-
formed.
Figure 5.12: Radiance profiles measured along stagnation steamline with instrument convo-
lution, intensity is averages around the Hα band (476nm − 497nm). Measurements place
the shock at −1.185cm.
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Figure 5.13: Radiance profiles measured along stagnation steamline with instrument convo-
lution, intensity is averages around the Hα band (476 nm - 497 nm). Data is identical to
Figure 5.12, but scale is logarithmic.
Figure 5.14: Radiance profiles measured along stagnation steamline without instrument
convolution, intensity is averages around the Hβ band (640 nm - 670 nm).
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Figure 5.15: Radiance profiles measured along stagnation with instrument convolution, in-
tensity is averages around the Hβ band (640nm− 670nm).
Figure 5.16: Radiance profiles measured along stagnation with instrument convolution, in-
tensity is averaged around the Hβ band (640nm− 670nm). Data is identical to Figure 5.15,
but scale is logarithmic.
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Figure 5.17: Estimated radiative heat transfer to the stagnation point of the flow. These
are estimated as π times the radiative heat flux along the stagnation line. One can see that
the radiative heat flux spans an order of magnitude depending on the CFD chemistry and
excited state model.
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the 656 nm line using all combinations of chemical rates and excited state modeling. All
conditions show that QSS methods produce significantly different results. Once again, it is
assumed that the QSS methods are more accurate. Comparisons with experiments are only
considered using QSS methods.
The Shot 22 QSS results and experimental measurements are plotted in Figures 5.30,
5.32, and 5.34. Figure 5.34 shows the integrated red spectrum over the 2 cm behind the
shock. It is noted that the best prediction occurs using the Modified Higdon rates, although
the amount of line broadening is different between measurements and simulations. Figure
5.32 shows the complete spectrum over all regions. One feature that can only be seen in this
figure is the electron-free-free collision spectrum which exists in the 300 nm region. This
energy is directly related to electron density. It is, therefore, unsurprising that the Boyd
rates predict the highest radiance and the Higdon rates the lowerest radiance in that region.
The Modified Higdon rates, however, closely match the measured radiance in the blue region
of the East data.
The radiance profiles of Figure 5.30, must be interpreted in terms of the experiment.
Likely much of the radiance far from the shock (5 cm and beyond) represents a gas mixture
that includes driver gas. The regions of most importance are those close to the shock. The
IR region must be evaluated with consideration for a much longer exposure time compared
to other results. There are two regions of primary interest. First is the VUV peak at
the shock. This peak represents the excitation of molecular hydrogen. The calculation of
this quantity is dependent on the number densities of electrons and molecular hydrogen (as
electron impact is the primary excitation mechanism) as well as the heavy particle quenching
rate. This calculation is based on the quenching cross-section at 300K. There is relatively
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high uncertainty on this value which can dramatically affect the intensity in the VUV region.
Aside from this ultraviolet peak, there is a unique phenomenon in the red region right at the
shock. The experimental results have two clear points where the radiance rises, as opposed
to a smooth rise in intensity. This may suggest that two processes are occurring: first, a
reaction involving a small number of equilibrium electrons with a relatively fast reaction rate
followed by, second, a slower process that produces many more electrons. This would create
a small fast jump in the radiance followed by a fast rise. The numerical predictions display
only a single rise, best approximated by the Modified Higdon rates.
The Shot 18 QSS results and experimental measurements are plotted in Figures 5.29,
5.31, and 5.33. Here, the experimental results must be interpreted with an awareness that
the measurements are very near the noise floor of the instruments. For example, the IR
region of Figure 5.29 can all be interpreted as effectively zero. The trends between the
chemical models are all similar to the Shot 22 results. One notable exception is that the
656 nm peak is predicted lower by the Modified Higdon model than by the original Higdon
model. This is likely a result of the higher temperature present in the Higdon model. The
relation of the various predictions to the experimental results also stands in contrast to the
Shot 22 results. Figure 5.33 shows that the Modified Higdon rates are less accurate in these
conditions. The electron free-free region (300 nm) in Figure 5.31 is not matched by the




(c) Modified Higdon Chemistry
Figure 5.18: Number densities of species in flows representing Shot 18 conditions with dif-




(c) Modified Higdon Chemistry
Figure 5.19: Number densities of species in flows representing Shot 22 conditions with dif-




(c) Modified Higdon Chemistry





(c) Modified Higdon Chemistry
Figure 5.21: Temperatures in flows representing Shot 22 conditions with different chemistry
models
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Figure 5.22: Number densities of electrons of flow in the Shot 18 conditions with various
chemical models
Figure 5.23: Number densities of electrons in flow of the Shot 22 conditions with various
chemical models
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Figure 5.24: Experimental measurements from EAST for Shot 18 conditions. Note that the
IR reagion (far right) is nearly at the intrument noise floor.
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(c) Modified Higdon Chemistry
Figure 5.26: High resolution plot of the atomic hydrogen 656 nm peak (β emission) for Shot




(c) Modified Higdon Chemistry
Figure 5.27: High resolution plot of the atomic hydrogen 656 nm peak (β emission) for Shot
22. The Boltzmann and QSS results for each CFD chemistry are plotted sperately.
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Figure 5.28: Integrated radiance with respect to position over the EAST wavelength bands.
The modeled lines compare the Boltzmann and QSS models for the Shot 22 conditions with
the same underlying CFD chemistry (Higdon rates).
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Figure 5.29: Integrated radiance as a function of a position for Shot 18, include all QSS
predictions. Each EAST spectal region is plotted seperately.
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Figure 5.30: Integrated radiance as a function of a position for Shot 22, include all QSS
predictions. Each EAST spectal region is plotted seperately.
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Figure 5.31: Spectral signal averaged over the 2 cm behind the Shot 18 shock.
Figure 5.32: Spectral signal averaged over the 2 cm behind the Shot 22 shock.
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Figure 5.33: High resolution plot of the atomic hydrogen 656 nm peak (β emission) for Shot
18 including only QSS results.
Figure 5.34: High resolution plot of the atomic hydrogen 656 nm peak (β emission) for Shot
22 including only QSS results.
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5.5 Summary and Conclusions
Current aerothermochemistry models for hydrogen helium system were evaluated in terms
of radiative transfer and spectral measurements taken in shock layers. The numerical predic-
tions were performed in two steps. First, a CFD calculation was performed using standard
techniques for hypersonic flows. Three chemical rates were examined: those attributed to
Boyd and those to Higdon, plus a Modified Higdon model which raised the leading coefficient
on all ionization rates by a factor of 25. Radiative transfer and spectral predictions were
performed using NEQAIR. Two modes were used to calculate the excited states: an assumed
Boltzmann distribution or the quasi-steady-state approximation.
The QSS method requires a collection of state-to-state rates for all excited states in
the system. The Hydrogen QSS rates were compiled as part of this work. Application
of the QSS model verified that the Boltzmann approximation for excited states is invalid
for non-equilibrium hydrogen-helium flows. The current QSS model presented does have
uncertainties. Most notably, the quenching rates of molecular hydrogen are not known for
all states.
The QSS model was used to compare CFD chemistry models to spectral measurement
in several experimental flows. This included stagnation lines in axisymmetric flows and
post shock measurements in a shock tube. No chemistry model when combined with the
QSS model led to radiative predictions which matched all experimental measurements. The
Modified Higdon rates predicted the best trends when modeling the Queensland experiment
but inaccurately predicted the shock standoff distance. The Boyd rates produced significantly
too high a radiance in the strong shock case in the EAST experiments (Shot 22) but were
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the most accurate in the lower shock speed case (though they still generally overpredicted
radiance). The Higdon rates most accurately captured the shock standoff distance, but
inconsistently captured the radiance profiles (i.e. underpredicted or overpredicted).
These results suggest a few properties of an ideal hydrogen-helium model. First, the
ionization reaction has relatively strong inverse dependence on temperature. That is to
say that the exponent in the modified Arrhenius rates is likely less than zero. This is due
to the increased success of the highly ionizing Boyd model at low shock strengths and in
the near-wall region of the Queensland experiment. Second, if the ionization rate is faster,
then a further change in the chemical models must be made to delay the rise in internal
energy after a shock. This is suggested because the Higdon rates, which ionized the slowest,
best predicted the shock standoff distance. If ionization must proceed faster, the loss of
translational energy must be mitigated by some means. This may be through an adjustment
in the vibrational relaxation time, a reduction in the dissociation rate, or both.
In conclusion, as one considers faster and faster entry conditions into gas giants, the un-
certainties in the experienced heat loads especially due to radiative transfer become greater.
This increases the failure risks, leading to engineering decisions that overdesign thermal pro-
tection systems, or simply avoiding the mission altogether. The success of future missions
hinges on quantifying the errors and uncertainties in current aerothermodynamic models
— as has been done here — and using this understanding to assemble more accurate and





This dissertation focused on radiative transfer simulations of particle laden flows and
reacting flows. Chapter 2 presented the electromagnetic theory for the scattering of small
particles. This included conventions for the spherical vector harmonic expansions used. Nu-
merical procedures for shelled particles were discussed as well as modifications to account for
particle magnetic permeability. Lastly, the Extended Boundary Method was discussed for
irregular dielectric particles. The method was modified to use a surface impedance bound-
ary condition. This permitted the calculation of the optical properties of large absorbing
spheroids; particles that could not be examined in the dielectric framework because of nu-
merical instability.
Chapter 3 extended the electromagnetic theory of a single particle to a radiative transfer
theory for a collection of particles. This chapter focused on the homogenization of particles
using the Beer-Lambert Law. It was found that high particle concentrations could decrease
the transmissivity of particle clouds, an effect that could not be predicted by the Beer-
Lambert Law. This was determined to be an effect of the anti-clustering of particles that
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could not overlap. Furthermore, numerical errors could be introduced by overrefining a mesh
over the particles. A model was proposed that mitigated both errors.
Using the tools of the previous chapters, an examination of a radiatively heated particle-
laden flow was carried out in Chapter 4. A completely particle resolved radiative transfer
simulation was developed, using high fidelity scattering profiles for the particles. This sim-
ulation could make detailed predictions of the radiative emission and sensing that matched
the experimental geometry. It was found that accurately modeling the experimental sensors
and emitters was critical to predict the transmission through the flow. However, simplified
homogenization models and scattering models were sufficient. Nonetheless, transmission
predictions based on a coupled flow simulation tended to over-predict transmission by ap-
proximately 5%.
To determine the source of these discrepancies, a comprehensive study of the optical
properties of the nickel particles used in the flow was carried out. It was shown that no
physical change in the particles themselves could yield optical properties that changed the
flow’s transmissivity. It was, therefore, suggested that particle sticking was a mechanism
to increase transmission. Using experimental measurements, estimates were performed to
determine the number of particles that would need to be bound to the channel walls. This
suggested at least 150% more particles would have to be added as wall-bound particles in or-
der to yield predictions consistent with experiments. This suggests that the specular particle
interaction with channel walls is not an accurate representation of the particle dynamics.
Chapter 5 presented a different type of radiative analysis; one that focused on spectral
data as much as geometric. This chapter analyzed the flow of reacting hydrogen-helium
mixtures. The mixture profiles were developed using CFD methods and simplified finite
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rate, chemistry models. Using QSS models to calculate excited state modeling and a line-
by-line radiative transfer solver, each finite rate chemistry model could be examined in the
context of multiple experimental measurements. It was found that no finite rate chemistry
model currently exists which captures the experimental measurements.
In conclusion, this research has primarily used increased fidelity of radiative transfer
models to illuminate the inaccuracies of the simulations these models are applied to. This
demonstrates that these models are not a secondary calculations to be performed, but a
critical aspect of any high fidelity physics simulation. Now that experiments and simulations
are more tightly tied together with these models, one can expect that revising the underlying
simulations can proceed in short order. The integration of radiative transfer calculations into
these simulations will only accelerate the research process.
6.2 Novel Research Contributions
The research presented in this dissertation has touched multiple fields including electro-
magnetic theory, particle transport, turbulence interactions, and spectroscopy. The major
contributions that resulted from this work may be summarized as follows:
 The scattering of shelled spheres was extended to include a relative magnetic perme-
ability.
 The Extended Boundary Method was reformulated to use a surface impedance bound-
ary condition.
 The validity of Beer-Lambert homogenization was examined in the context of solid
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particles.
 A new homogenized model was developed to account for errors found to be present in
Beer-Lambert homogenization
 The need for accurate particle-wall sticking models was shown to increase the accuracy
of particle-laden flow modeling.
 A quasi-steady-state model of excited hydrogen states was developed. It was shown
that this model resulted in significantly different spectral predictions than a Boltzmann
distribution of excited states.
 The radiative properties of hydrogen flow chemistry were shown to be highly dependent
on the atomic ionization rate.
 Current CFD models of hydrogen-helium flow were shown to not accurately capture
the experimentally measured radiance.
6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
This body of work has shown that the modeling two physical phenomena currently require
development. First, it was shown that particle sticking phenomena are important in wall-
bounded particle-laden flows. Understanding the physical mechanisms that initiate this
effect is necessary to progress simulations of particle-laden flow. There are three possible
avenues of study. First, the effect may be due to electromagnetic forces induced by the
incident radiation. Second, the sticking may be a purely adhesive phenomenon activated by
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temperature. Third, the particles may not be stuck but rather trapped into a rolling state
along the particle wall with no mechanism to detach into the fluid again.
Secondly, this dissertation also showed that high-temperature hydrogen chemistry is cur-
rently inaccurately modeled in CFD for aerospace applications. Specifically, the atomic
hydrogen ionization rates were shown to be the dominant source of error. It is recommended
that a comprehensive study of minor species be undertaken (e.g. H+3 , H
−
2 , etc.) as well as a
compilation of all the state-specific rate data currently available. A reduced model can only
be developed once the underlying physics is thoroughly understood.
Experimentally, several modifications to current experiments or new experiments entirely
would facilitate the study of these flows. On the particle-laden work, increased diagnostics
that capture the intensity of scattered light would be easily comparable to data that is
already generated in numerical simulations. This would make the distribution of particles
more evident. Replacing the calorimeter with a sensor with spatial resolution would also
have greatly aided numerical analysis. Experiments will also need to be performed in the
future to analyze just the particles-wall interactions without the particle laden turbulence.
Simple experiments such as dropping particles on an irradiated glass sheet may be enough
to form empirical relationships that may augment future fully coupled simulations.
The studies in reacting hydrogen chemistry would be facilitated by modern experiments
into single state rate coefficients. It was found that accurate quenching rate or heavy particle
excitation rates were the most difficult to procure. These can be experimentally found by
taking radiative lifetime measurements of hydrogen at high pressures [144,145]. Modern work
has focused on using low pressures to accurately measure the radiative lifetimes [146,147] or
can directly these lifetimes with numerical methods [138,148,149]. This data could then be
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used to analyze high pressure emission and determine more accurate quenching rates.
From a numerical perspective, this work has used radiative transfer as a means of com-
paring numerical simulation data to experimental measurements. However, the radiative
transfer models were not integrated into any of the numerical simulations used to gener-
ate flow fields. For instance, the radiative heating used in the coupled simulations of the
particle-laden flow was not the same heating source as that used in the radiative transfer
model. It is unlikely that this significantly affected the particle clustering, but it is not a
certainty. Similarly, the chemistry rates used in the excited state model are not necessarily
consistent with those in the CFD rate models.
The modeling of the hydrogen flows used a fairly primitive line of sight method to de-
termine the geometric arrangement of intensity. Although acceptable for one-dimensional or
quasi-one dimensional situations, this method can not capture multidimensional effects such
as reflections and photoionization due to off-axis sources. The results of the particle-laden
turbulent models have shown that the measured intensity is as dependent, if not more de-
pendent on the correct arrangement of the emitter sources and sensors than on the modeling
of the particulate itself. This principle likely holds true for the modeling of reacting flows
as well. The development of a multidimensional radiative transfer simulation framework for
these types of flows should be developed and, if possible, integrated into CFD calculations.
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